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Donate a ''bag of life" at the UNH Blood Drive (Ben Frazier, photo) 
UNH may play role 
in :future use of Pease 
By Robert Hogan 
Will UNH students and faculty 
belivingatthecloseddownPease 
Air Force Base in the future? A 
study of the complkated process 
for distributing and developing 
the government land yields only 
a foggy vision of the base's 
possible new uses. 
According to Donna Gamache, 
project director for congressman 
Bob Smith, Pease will be the first 
of 86 military bases the Defense. 
Department will close down 
nationwide. 
Gamache said that since 
Pease is the first base to close, it is 
important that the process go.es 
· smoothly. 
In accordance with the Federal 
Excess Government Properties 
act, the Defense Department has 
solicited federal agencies looking 
for buyers. Gamache said 
that the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
organization has tentatively 
agreed (with the blessing of the 
Pease Redevelopment 
Commission) to pu~chase a 1110 
· acre section of the base for use as 
a wildlife refuge. 
In a carefully worded 
statement, Gamache stressedthat 
the congressional delegat_ion is 
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Education follows fall assaults 
By Michelle Adam 
Since the two sexuaf assaults 
occurred at the beginning of this 
·school year, concerned students, 
faculty, administrators, and 
parents have taken steps to pro-
vide better safety on campus and 
to educate the UNH 
community about the problem of 
sexual assault. 
The Student Senate offered 
students two "hit and run" self-
defense programs, which a total 
of 75 students attended. More 
programs are being planned for 
this semester, said Senator Kim 
Varney. 
TheSenate has considered a 
rape alarm and a whistle program, 
said Varney. She said that this 
idea is "on hold" due to budget 
constrafnts. 
"We'd almost rather spend 
moneyoneducation than alarms," 
said Varney. "Most rapes on 
campus are date rapes," said 
Varney. She referred to the eight 
date rapes that occurred during 
the first week of school. 
Cindy Garthwaite,·-Judicial/ 
Affirmative Action officer, along 
with Judy Spiller, assistant 
professor, and Durham police are 
trying to,develop a walking escort 
service. ' 
According to Garthwaite, 
"we'd put teams of two people 
together with radio dispatches.., 
They would be walking around 
and be dispatched to places.n 
"Students have shown up at 
my door who are willing to help," 
said Garthwaite.· According to 
Dean of Student Affairs, Gregg 
Sanborn, the Parents Association 
is willing to offer financial support 
to the program. 
This escort service would 
c,1lleviate the overload the police 
escort service is currently facing. 
Because the police have been 
l:msier this semester picking up 
students, they have had little time 
. to patrol the streets. 
Sanborn said that attempts 
have been made ~o improve light-
ing. Priority areas where facility . 
services are working on lighting 
. improvements are by: Spaulding, 
B parking lot, Kingsbury, Horton 
and theMUK 
Sanborn said that lighting 
beyond the -UNH campus has 
been looked at as well. 
Although emergency phones 
have been placed this school year 
in all UNH buildings, Sanborn 
talked about placing more phones 
outside. Some of the areas would 
include Blot, outside of T-Hall, 
Data, General, and the MUB. 
Sanborn said the University is 
doing a better job at securing the 
residence halls by locking the 
doors at 7:00 p.m. 
"So fat there hasn't been an 
outcry," said Sanborn. 
According to SHARPP 
. coqrdinator Eve Goodman, the 
steps being taken to create a safer 
community . "reduce the 
vulnerability of students." 
However, education and 
awareness of the problem are the 
most important issues . . 
SHARPP is an on-campus 
group that offers support to 
. victims of sexual assaults. 
According to . Goodman, the 
group is working with 40 vic;tims, 
five of whom are men. 
Goodman described many of 
these victims as not wanting to go 
to the police and through the 
criminal process. She says they 
are afraid of their friends and 
parents finding out. 
"They think a stigma . is 
attached. They blame 
themselves," said Goodman. 
According to Goodman, rape 
begins with the outlook of soci-
ety. ''The only people who are to 
blame are the rapist and the soci- · 
ety that lets them get away with 
it." 
SHARPP is putting together 
groups for relatives and friends 
of the victims. Goodman stressed 
that when you are raped, it affects 
everyone 
around you . 
Goodman said that the UNH 
community · used to think that 
sexual assault was just a feminist 
issue. Since the two sexual. as-
saults, she has ~een some change 
in attitude. 
''What I see is students them- · 
selves getting pissed;" said 
Goodman. · 
The University }).as developed 
a new system to review cases of 
student violations of university 
rules: the conduct system. This 
system offers confidentiality to the 
victim when presenting her or his 
case. 
Under this system, "everyone 
who was brought (up) on sexual 
assault charges was removed from 
school from one semester to two 
years, with one exception," said 
Goodman. 
According to Goodman, those 
removed from school on sexual 
assault charges have no legal rec-
ord of their charge. 
''There's a long way to go," said 
Goodman. 
A committee is also being es-
tablished to deal with campus cli-
mate issues, said Sanborn. He 
said that the committee will be 
assigning _a task force as soon as 
possible. The group will consist of 
administrators, faculty and stu-
dent members and will deal with 
cam pus issues. 
According to Sanborn, some of 
the issues will include violence 
against women. Also issues of 
diversity, incivility and faculty 
morale will be discussed. 
One of the main concerns San-
born stressed was the need to bring 
the campus community together. 
According to Goodman, the way 
to eliminate the prevalence of 
sexual assault is to start by "re-
specting one another." · 
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Fortunate · few frolic, find foreign fun 
By Eileen McEleney 
While Lauren Bennet ~tood in a 
three-hour line to buy tomatoes, 
Michelle Duprey hitch-hiked her 
way to a free lunch with a rich_ 
$paniard. Lauren and Michelle 
were studying abroad. 
Lauren, a senior Russian major, 
was in for a little bit of a culture 
shock when she went to the local 
Moscow supermarket. Crates of 
staples formed a line to the side of . 
the store, while the frozen foods · 
and perishables lay unprotected 
in unactivated freezers. A cat 
stalked among the aisles, eyeing a 
bird from the flock that clung to 
the rafters above. Attentio~ 
shoppers, we have a sale on squab 
today and everday-catc}J. your 
own. Shaws never looked like 
this. 
Although Michelle, a fifth year 
senior Spanish major( wasn't 
eating squab, she was eating what 
she called "the most amazing 
lunch she's probably ever had." 
She and h~r roommate had hitch..: 
hiked their way to Portugal, when 
a man picked them up and took 
them out for a hundred dollar 
lunch of soup, bread, fish, and 
two bottles of wine. He only asked 
to be taken out for a simple lunch 
in return. They have kept in touch 
with him. 
Both Lauren c\_nd Michelle agree 
that studying abroad allows you . 
to integrate wit!} the people of a 
in a world without much promise. 
"In America, everyone is think-
ing "maybe I can get that Porsche," 
while in Russia they're just hoping 
that they can get a better apart-
ment," said Lauren, "It's self-de-
feating. I can see why they want to 
escape." 
Also, Lauren realized first hand 
that akoholism is rampant 
throughout the Soviet Union. She 
saw two drunken men stumbling 
on a foot path outside Mosco"Y. 
One was all muddy and the other 
was sitting in a puddle. 
''You don't see this in southern 
New Hampshire. There are stacks 
of vodka in the stores," she said. 
Michelle claimed that because 
of her trip to Spain,. she can speak 
almost fluently. the only Spanish 
classes· she took prior to her trip 
were Spanish 401 and 402. 
In Spain, everyone loves to 
talk, she said. Michelle feels that 
she learned a lot of Spanish 
vocabulary and has become more 
articulate because of the exchange. 
"When I went, I only knew a 
few verbs," she said. 
Lauren also strengthened her 
ability to communicate in Russian. 
''You learn a lot of key phrases 
andnewvocabulary. Youcan'tfall 
back on English. You have to 
explain everything in Russian. It 
increased my understanding 100 
percent," s_he said. 
who mumbled. 
No one could understand him, 
she said, but most of the profes-
sors help you understand. 
Unlike Lauren, Michelle took 
some classes in English and some 
in Spanish. One of. the highlights 
of her trip was when her art history 
professor arranged for John Fulton 
(an American artist who is the 
only U.S. citizen to be awarded 
the title of matador in Spain) to 
give a presentation. Fulton is 
famous for siphoning the blood 
from bulls and using that blood to 
paint an image of the bull. 
"He was one of the most 
. fascinating peoplel'veevermet," 
she said. 
Michelle enjoyed her classes in 
Spain overall, but when she went 
to study in a private institution in 
Argentina for a semester, she had 
the exact opposite impression. 
"I hated the university. It was 
very unorganized. They weren't 
prepared to accept foreign 
~tudents and there were no 
requirements for teachers; I had 
two horrible professors," she said. 
She even thought one of her 
professors was insane. He thought 
that the American system of 
education was great because if 
the studeJ:ltS went to see the 
professor and talked to him for 
two hours outside of class, then 
they would get an A,.she said. 
. ·. country, and ·to learn things that a 
text book could never teach; 
Lau.ren studied at Puskin 
U~iversityinMoscow. Everyclass 
was ta ugh tin Russian, which made 
understanding difficult sometimes. 
She had a social studies rofessor 
"Is that crazy, or what?" 
Michelle said. 
The _village of Cazorla, in Jaen, Spain. (Sue Terravecchia, photo)· 
. f' I • , . • . 
.. Lauren 'discovered that 
Russian life is a fight for survival 
5 Illinois convicts 
reported at large· 
Joliet, Ill. (AP) -Six convicts including three murder-
ers,escaped from a maximum-security prison W ednes-
day, apparently by cutting through metal bars, offi-
cials said. One was captured later in segregation cells 
-at the Joliet Correctional Center because of disiplinary 
problems, were considered extremely dangerous, 
authorities said. 
I 
Soviets to study 
Sakharov's brain 
New York (Reuters) - Three Soviet Academy of Sci-
ences' Brain Institute has cut the late Andrei D. 
Sakharov's brain into blocks and preserved them in 
paraffin so its scientists can examine them, according 
to this week's edition ofTime magazine. The Institute' s 
director says he hopes the post-mortem will shed light 
on the relationship between brain construction and "' 
scientific genius. The Institiute was founded in 1926 to 
study Lenin's brain and has since probed the brains of 
l{µssians including Joseph Stalin and Maxim Gorky. 
''They [ the professors] made a and the questions asked her where 
lotofexceptionsforme," she said. she was from and some questions 
Three of her exams were oral from an earlier uiz. 
"My advice is to go abroad with 
Nunn faults Bush 
on arms control 
Washington (AP) - Sen. Sam Nunn, the Georgia Democrat 
who is chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee, 
said Wednesday that the Bush administration's arms con-
trol position lacked a broad view, having been put together 
by "carpenters rather than architects." Nunn . said the · 
administration needs to take a look at US weapons systems 
as they relate to arms control and an apparent willtngness 
by the Soviets· to disarm. 
Experiment stops 
welfare payments 
Dallas (AP) - Thousands of poor people in five states are 
unwitting subjects in° a federal experiment that denies 
some aid_ to a portion of them to see how well they live 
without it, The Dallas Morning News said Wednesday. 
Extra Medicade and child-care benifits now go to about 
8,000 people in five regions of Texas, while about 800 
people, selected at random by birth dat~, are excluded. 
Similar experiments are now being conducted in Ohio, 
Washington ·state, New York and Wisconsin, federal offi-
d~s said last Week'. 
_Reagan cancels 
auto dealer talk 
Las Vegas (AP) - Former President Ronald Reagan, 
preparing to testify be video tape in the trial of a former 
White House aide, claimed a schedule conflict Wed-
nesday in canceling a speech before thousands of auto 
dealers. Reagan's aides cited no specifics other than a 
schedule problem when they canceled the former 
President's appearance, said Mary Beth Robinson, · 
spokeswoman for the National Automobile Associa-
tion. NADA said Reagan would be replaced by three 
syndicated columnists - Hugh Sidey, Mark Shield and 
James J. Kilpatrick. On Friday, Reagan agreed · to 
answer questions in videotape testimony. That taping 
is to take place in Los Angeles· four days before the 
schedule start of Poindexter's trial. 
Soviet, Japanese 
programs to air 
Durham - New Hampshire Public Television has ob-
tained the rights to air two foreign news programs- the 
Soviet Union's national news program with English 
dupbing and an English language daily broadcast 
produced by Japan Braodcasting Corp. · NHPTV will 
broadcast the Soviet program ''Vremys" Monday 
through Thursday, Feb. 12-15 and Feb. 19-22, at mid7 
· night which will be followed at 12:30 a.m. by ''Today's 
Japan." TheSovietUnion's national news program is 
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Process for evaluating 
professors questioned 
In recent case, professor received student 
ratings before turning in grades 
By Michelle Purdum 
It's the last day of class. The 
professor leaves the room and an 1 
assistant begins to distribute sheets 
of paper laden with lettered ovals 
next to a row of questions. 
The questions vary in content, 
but all of them pertain to how well 
the professor taught the course. 
The students are instructed 
to answer each question honestly 
since these evaluations are an 
important tool in determining a 
professor's capability. 
The open space at the end of 
each evaluation provides students 
with the opportunity to 
communicate their feelings freely 
and anonymously to professors 
and administrators. 
. Some students choose not to 
hide behind the cloak of 
anonymity; they say they're not 
ashamed of any opinions they 
have. After all, it can't affect their 
grade or anything, right? 
Ideally, the evaluations go 
immediately to the office of 
Institutional Research where they 
are collected, processed and 
returned to the department chair 
after all course grades have been 
submitted to the Registrar's Office. 
But, according to Dr. John 
Kraus, director of the office of 
Institutional Research, one 
department on campus justtumed 
in their evaluations last week. In 
addition, the grades for one class 
last semester have not even been 
submitted. 
"I recommend .that 'faculty 
have a hands-off approach to 
handling evaluations, but each 
department is allowed to handle 
the process in their own way," 
Kraus said . 
There is not necessarily a flaw 
in each department's ability to 
handle evaluations, but a flaw in 
the entire process that allows for 
such mishaps, said Kraus. 
"The faculty ·senate and 
ac_ademic deans may need to take . 
EXALUA TIONS, PAGE 8 
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Radon permeating 
1 out.of 4 NH homes 
Long-term exposure linked to cancer 
By Kevin W. Kirby 
A survey released last 
Thursday conducted by the New 
Hampshire Division of Public 
Health and the Governor's 
Energy Office showed that one 
out of four houses in the state had 
unacceptable levels of radon gas . . 
Radon gas is · a substance that 
gives off radiation proven 
harmful to health. 
Mary Dowse, assistant State 
Geologist; whose office is at UNH, 
explained that "radon is a form of 
radiation and radi.a.tion is known 
to cause cancer, so it is a 
concern ... But even though it's 
there, it's not something to panic , 
about. The danger from it is due 
to long term exposure." 
Dowse explained that radon 
comes from the decay of uranium 
found naturally in rocks. Because 
uranium is water soluble, 
sometimes it may concentrate in 
ground water. A crack in a 
basementordrainpipemayallow 
the radon gas into the 'house. 
Dowse further explained, "In 
New Hampshire, certain kinds of 
rocks tend to be slightly more 
enriched in uranium, especially 
grey granite found around 
Concord and to some extent in 
Barrington." 
She added that the bedrock 
· lying b~neath the UNH campus 
' area known as the "Exeter 
Diorite", is composed of igneous 
rock which tends to be low in 
uranium content. 
To check a residence for radon, 
Dowse recommends a relatively 
inexpensive charcoal can.nister 
test, which can be purchased at 
local stores. "If the results show 
low levels, just test again in six 
months. If they are high, do a 
longtermalphatracktesttoverify 
high levels. If the results remain 
high,thereareanumberof simple 
and low cost solutions to fix the 
problem." 
However, according to Stev~n 
Backurz, State Radon Project 
Coordinator, if renters find that 
their residence has high radon 
levels, the landlords are not 
responsible to correct the 
problem. "There are no laws in 
relation to radon. Landlord~ will 
only address the problem if they 
want to," said Backurz. 
· Backurz described his State 
Radon Project as "a whole 
education pr-ocess." He said, 
"We'retryingtoerasetheapathy 
towards radon testing." 
Although the project .focuses on 
home owners, Backurz said, 
"renters are another avenue to 
get residences tested." -
H~ added that students should 
be aware of radon exposure 
wherever th.ey spend 
considerable amounts of time. He 
asked, "Do you know the level of 
radon in your classroom or 
dorm?" 
, Bac_kur~ added that i~itiating 
·~;upport for radon legislation 
"might be a good project" for 
student activists. 
"The whole process of 
legislation would mean a great 
deal of work. .. but it's a ve.ry 
legitimate and important 
·concern." 
I,•, 
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. Soviets launch Bulg_arians form -Kashmir 
for-profit mission· alternative party demonstrators shot 
Moscow (AP) - iwo cosmonauts blasted off 
Wednesday on _the Soviet Union's first space mission 
designed to turn a multimillion-dollar profit through 
the manufacture of technological materials in zero 
gravity. Riding a Soyuz -TM-9 capsule, flight com-
mander Anatoly Solovyov, 42, and engineer Alexan-
der Balnadin, 36, soared into cloud-streaked skies over 
the Baikonour space complex at 9:16. a.m. 
Aquino ties use of 
bases to aid 
Manila (wire services) - President Corazon C. 
Aquino said Wednesday she will seek an explanation 
from Washington on shortfalls in American aid to 
Manila in exchange _for the use of strategic US militatry 
·bases in the Philippines. Aquino also said fn a taped 
radio call-in show she did not plan to meet with US 
Defense Secretary Richard Cheney during his two-
day visit beginning Feb.18 to discuss proposed troop 
reductions in the region. A spokesman said Cheney 
did not "take it personally" that Aquino had decied not 
to meet him. 
Sofia, Bulgaria (Reuters) - A group of Bulgarian 
intellectuals quit their country's ruling communists Party 
Wednesday and founded · the Alternative Socialist Party, 
the official BT A news agency said. The move follows the 
resignations last week of three radical members of the 
Communist Party council. 
Red carpet for 
Rostropovich 
Moscow (AP) - Celebrated cellist and conductor 
Mstislav Rostropovich, whose' Soviet citizenship was re-
stored in January after 12 years ofofficial disgrace, arrived 
in his homeland Wednesday to a jubilanlty VIP welcome. 
. Rostropovich, accompanied by his wife, opera singer Gal-
ina Vishneavskaya, recieved a tumultous welcome at Sher-
emetevo Airport, where hundreds of friends, fans and 
journalists gathered to meet this flight from Tokyo. "It was 
like a welcome for a visiting head of state," said a Soviet 
who watched the festivities and commented on condition 
of anomynity. 
Islamabad, Pakistan (AP) - About 1,000 dem-
onstrators tried to surge across a ~ease-fire line into 
Indian-held Kashmir Wednesday, and state-run tele-
vision said Indian forces opened fire, killing six people. 
The Defense Ministry spokesman said Pakistan army 
patrols turned back most of the protesters but that 
small groups slipped int,o Indian-held teritory. He 
said only three people were killed and four were 
wounded. The incident occurred near a small village 
of Chaukoti, about 100 miles north of Islamabad. It 
came as India is cracking down on Moslem mili~ants 
conducting a violent secessionist campaign in Indian 
- held Kashmir. India and Pakistan have fought two 
wars over the region.· 
NATO chief sees 
reunified Germany 
Washington (AP) - NATO Secretary General 
~anfred Woerner emerged Wednesday .from talks 
· with President Bush to suggest that a reunified 'Ger-
many could be a part of the Western alliance without 
extending NA TO' s military reach over the ~erritory 
that is now East Germany. Woerner said a way can 
and- will be found to keep a united Germany in NATO 
while recognizing "the legitimate security interests of · 
the Soviet Union." 
•'. 19·89-1990 · ·sa·ul-Q : Sidnore-
Memorial Lecture Series 
Fundamentalism: A Global. Phenom·enon 
F~\bruary ·15, 7 :30pm 
1925 Roolll, Elliott Alumni 








Univers]ty · of 
Yazbek Haddad 
of Islamic History 
Massach·usetts- Amherst 
. Speaking on the Muslim·Experience in .North 
America (1988) and Contemporary Islam and the 
Challenge of History (1982). 
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Yes, all single people out there ..• it's Valentine's day. Better luck next year. (Don Carlson, photo) 
Looking for love? Dating 
service might be the answer 
By Ginni Nussdorfer 
Many people who find 
themselves without a Valentine 
on 'valentine's Day turn to a 
dating -service to play cupid for 
them. Many enlist the services of 
Together, the biggest and most 
successful dating service in the 
nation. 
According to Terry "Ray, 
the interviewer from Together's 
Portsmmith office, Together has 
an 87% success'rate. In the past 
year there have been four 
marriages. 
Ray said that there are 2,000 
people, ages 20 to 80, who are 
currently using Together's 
services in the Portsmouth area. 
There are -no videotapes or 
computers used. The 
_ matchmaking is based on phone 
and personal interviews. She said 
that matching usually takes about 
two weeks maximum. 
Ray said that there are two 
full-time telemarketers who work 
seven days a week to determine 
whether or not a person -is 
compatible with another. · Also, 
Ray interview~ between ~ight and 
11 ~ple on a daily basi~. 
·-_ Ray said the system doesn't 
work for evPryone. 
"Honesty is the most 
important part, the hardest part," 
she said. If she knows that a person 
is not co:.npatible with, any other 
member, she will tell them. ''You 
cannot afford to take someone on 
that you-can't service," she said. 
Ray said thatthe b4siesttime 
is from April to Octobe_r. 
Valentine's Day is not~usually 
busier than any other day, .she 
said. 
Together is selective and 
looks for people with I/positive 
attitudes." Ray said most of her 
customers are white collar 
prof~ssion~ls that know~hothey 
are (and) what they want. 
Brian Pappas is the . 
president of Together . The 
organization was established in 
1974 and is responsible for over 
100,000 meetings between single 
people. 
'Open Line' dealing with cam pus 
homosexual issues is created 
By Lisa Russell 
The Campus Gay, Lesbian 
and Bisexual Alliance (C.G.L.B.A.) 
will be sponsoring a new hotline 
on campus for people dealing with 
homosexualityissues. TheStudent 
Activity Fee Council (S.A.F.C.) 
passed the budget for the service 
to be called "Open Line." 
Joe Thompson, C.G.L.B.A. 
member, has worked with Cool-
Aid coordinators Liz Gottmann 
and Sarah Zellinger since last 
Septemberon writing the proposal 
and- getting the hotline set up. 
Cool-Aid is co-sponsoring the 
service. 
The proposal was first 
brought to the Programming Fund 
Organization (P.F.O.) to help set 
up the budget. This organization 
then helped CG.LB.A. and Cool-
- Aid to bring the budget before the 
S.A.F.C. It passed unanimously 
the first time. 
"It was a great day," said 
Gottmann. 
The budget indudes funding 
for advertising in the New 
Hampshire, flyers, posters, office 
supplies and phone installation. 
Gottmann spent time during 
Christmas break training Alliance 
members to do phone work. Paul 
Cody, a UNH counselor, did 
additional training dealing 
speci~cally with homosexuality 
issues. 
"We did a lot of brainstorming 
aboutpossiblecalls,"hesaid, "and · 
did some role-playing ... acting out 
of calls," says Gottmann on the 
training session. 
The hotline differs from Coql-
Aid tapes on the same subject. It 
will be run by gays, lesbians and 
bisexuals, people who understand 
and have insight into the issues 
callers will discuss. It is for people 
dealing with the problems of 
"coming out", or finding out a 
friend 1s gay and needing someone 
sympathetic to talk to. 
"It's called 'Open Line' to give 
the impression that you can talk 
about anything in a safe 
atmosphere," says Thompson. 
Open Line will also bridge the gap 
for people debating whether to go 
toC.G.L.B.A.meetingsornot. One 
can call and get support in an 
impersonal, non-threatening way. 
"I think I would have called 
to try and talk to someone who is . 
on my level," says Thompson. 
"What we' re saying is what you're _ 
doingisO.K." 
Despite some red tape in 
setting up the service, Thompson 
feels good about it, saying, "I'm 
looking forward to seeing the ad 
in the New Hampshire, and 
getting the first call." Open Line 
- should be ready to receive calls 
within the next week. · 
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TUESDAY FEBRUARY 13 Endorphins an 
BLOOD DRIVE - Granite State Neurotransmitters in Feeding 
Room, MUB, noon to 5 p.m. · Behavior and Obesity/' by ~ony 
Tagliafesso. Sponsored by Ammal 
ASIAN STUDIES SEMINAR - Science and Nutrition. Room 101, 
''The Many Faces of Marco Polo," Conant, 12:30 to 2 p.m. ' -- -
William · Jones, Department of 
History. Hillsborough Room, 
MUB, 12:30 p.m. 
WOMEN'S STUDIES VIDEO 
SERIES - "Wild Women Don't 
Have the Blues." Carmen Buford 
discusses history and lives of early 
black American blues singers. 
Carroll/Belknap Room, MUB, 
12:30 to 2 p.m. 
GAMES ROOM TOURNAMENT 
- Backgammon, Durham R0om, 
MUB, 7-11 p.m. Table Tennis, 
Strafford Room, MUB, 7:30 p.m. 
to inidni&ht. 
BLACK HISTORY /DIVERSITY 
MONTH PROGRAMS - Video 
"Eyes on the Prize, Part IV.'' 
Sullivan Room, MUB, 4 p.m. 
UNH NITE ATMT. CRANMORE 
-Lift ticket and free transportation 
for $22. Inner tube races and other 
wacky games. Register in Room 
126, MUB by Feb. 12 to reserve a 
space. 
FRENCH FILM SERIE$ - ''Jeux 
Interdits" (Forbidden Games). 
Richards Auditorium, Murkland, 
7p.m.,$2. 
SPANISH FILM SERIES - ''The GAMES ROOM 
Green Wall." Richards TOURNAMENTS - Billiards, 
Auditorium, Murkland, 7 p.m~, $1 Games Room, MUB, -7 p.m. to 
midnight. 
FIRESIDE . 
PROGRAMINFORMATIONAL PRESENTATION ON LLAMAS-
MEETING-Strafford Room,MUB, General llama health care and 
7:30 p.m. information by the LLong Neck 
Llama Ranch qf Northfield, NH. 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 14 Anyoneinterestedintheseanimals 
BLOOD DRIVE - Granite State is welcome. Sponsored by Animal 
Room, MUB, noon to 5 p.m. Science Club. Light Horse 
· Classroom, 7 p.m. free. 
UPWARD BOUND - 25 years of 
educational opportunity. MUSO FILM - "Highlander." 
Hillsborough Room, MUB, noon Strafford Room, MUB; 7 & 9:30 
to 1 p.m. p.m 
18TH CENTURY SEMINAR - MEN'SBASKETBALL-vs.Maine. 
"18th Ce~tury Epidemiology," Field House, 7:30 p.m. Winter 
Robin Gorsky, Department of Carnivaldiscountforstudents,$2. 
Health Management and Policy. 
Grafton Room, MUB, noon. WINTER CARNIVAL BANNER 
CONTEST - Banners will be 
DEBATE - "Affirmative Action: judgedduringthebasketballgame 
Does it Work?" Sponsored by and winners will receive a cash 
UNH Debate Society._ Merrimack prize! Register in Student 
Room, ~UB, 12:30 p .m. _ Activities, Room 126, MUB. 
FRENCH FILM SERIES - ''Jeux SIDORE LECTURE SERIES -
Interdits" (Forbidden Games). "Islamic Fundamentalism" 
Richards Auditorium, Murkland, Yvonne Yazbek Haddad, Prof. 
4:30 p.m., $2. Islamic History, University of 
Mass-Amherst. Alumni Center, 
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY - 7:30 p.m. 
vs.Merrimack. Snively Ai:ena, 7 
p.m. 
GAMES ROOM TOURNAMENT 
- Chess tournament, Hanover 
Room, MUB, 8 p.m. to midnight. 
Darts, Carroll/Belknap Room, 
MUB, 7:30 p.m. to midnight. 
FACULTY CONCERT SERIES -
WINTER CARNIVAL 
COFFEEHOUSE - Student and 
staff performers with special 
appearances by UNH Notables & 
Gentlemen. The niche, Devine 
Hall, 8 p.m. Free admission and 
refreshments provided by the 
Wildcatessan. 
Music of UNH Composers. FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 16 
Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 8 WINTER CARNIVAL 
p.m. Information: 862-1001 , 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 15 BLOOD DRIVE - Granite State 
FINANCIAL AID PRIORITY Room, MUB, noon to 5 p.m. 
DEADLINE 
BLOOD DRIVE· - Granite State UNH GAMES ROOM 
Room, MUB, noon to 5 p.m. TOURNAMENT - Billiards. 
Games Room, MUB, 7 p.m. to 
FIRESIDE PROGRAM TRIP midnight. 
SIGN-UPS Carroll/ 
BelknapRoom, MUB, noon. MEN'S ICE HOCKEY -vs. Maine. 
Snively Arena, 7 p.m 
ART GALLERIES BROWN BAG 
SERIES - Video, "Hockney" in SKATING PARTY - Bring your 
which the audience shares a day skates to Hockey Game. Ice 
watching -David Hockn~y's opened• for free skating for 
innovative techniques in students after game. Music, 
photography. Paul Arts, ~won. refreshments, contests and other 
LECTURE - "The Role of surprises! 
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' What was the best Valentines gift you haveever received? 
"Boxers with hearts on them and a ·. "Five hundred red ballons ~ six .. 
!'Does not apply." 
picture of my .girlfdend naked." dozen roses and ten pounds of 
Godiva chocolate!" 




· Senior Senior 
: .Communications . i. , ,. • ..• c: .. . .Hjstory , -
Ill · · II Presents: · 
HIGHLANDER 
· -Immortal antagonists wage a fierce, winner 
take-all battle in a saaga that spans four centuries 
* starring: Sean Connery 
· Christopher ·Lampart 
THURSDAY 7 & 9:30 Strafford Room,MUB -
) -
and Sunday 2/ 18 ..... 
Werner Herzog's 
AGUIRRE the Wrath of God · 
-An hallucinatory journey towards 
. the mythic El-Dorado- City of Gold. 
7 & 9:30 Strafford Room, M.UB 
➔ Students $1 ~ · Non-Students $2 ·. 
me." 
"My boyfriend's girlfrie~~ called . 
Audrey Puzzo 
Sophomore -
· · -.•. English . , ... 1 1 c;; ,_ 
. f, .. 
' •' i • • 'i "> f • • ~ .' • I • "': _; • ; -_ 1 : J. • t 
"A MASTERPIECE!":, , 
- Jonathan Cott/ROLLING STONE . 
· Wer!u Herznus 
'1\~wnJrl\J\[. 
Starrinq KLAUS KINSKI 
_ A New Yorker Fil ms Release 
t 1977 
. ' . , 
~'r-~~~~~~J~-~St&~~~»a=,.~~~~~~_.,.,_-:,.ar. -.• • ~ 
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Amazing tubeWorms 
flourish two miles 
under ocean surface 
Synibiotic bacterial bond 
proves key to existence 
By Birger Dahl 
It's not fusion in a cup or a _ 
treatment for hair loss. It's deep 
sea underwater tubeworms. 
It may not seem like much, but 
the recent discovery of these new 
species has created a whole new 
field in science. 
Colleen Cavanough, 
· professor of Microbial Ecology at 
Harvard University, unveiled 
these new discoveries to a group 
of UNH biology and microbioiogy 
-stud~nts last Thursday night. 
Initially, scientists were amazed 
that the tubeworms were found 
only at depths two miles below 
the ocean surface: · 
When scientists first traveled 
to investigate the possibility of 
hydrothermal vents on the ocean 
floor in "ALVIN," a deep sea 
underwater research vessel, they 
found a community of organisms 
"as dense as a tropical rain forest," 
said Cavanough. 
Besides tubeworms, the 
scientists also discovered more 
. co,nmon fo:rms of organisms 
including crabs, clams, mussels, 
snails, and fish. 
Before the discovery, it was 
believed that ·no organism could 
survive at that depth. Sunlight for · 
photosynthesis is non-existent at 
such depths. Also, the water 
pressure and cold temperature at 
two miles below sea level would 
be too intense for an orn:anism to 
survive. 
But the organisms weren't 
getting their energy from sunlight. 
Instead, the scientists discovered 
thatthetubewormsand other deep 
sea organisms were living on the 
hydrogen sulfide from the _hot 
water vents· on the ocean floor. 
The process of obtaining 
energy from hydrogen sulfide is 
called chemosynthesis. 
-Most of the organisms feed 
on bacteria that eat the hydrogen · 
sulfide from the vents. 
But scientists were baffled by 
thetubeworm. Thetubeworm has 
, ·-
no mouth or digestive tract. They 
questioned how the worm could 
feed on bacteria when it can't eat 
at all. 
Cavanough thought she 
knew the answer while sitting in 
class at graduate school. 
When asked how these worms 
feed on the bacteria without eating 
them, Cavanough said, "It's 
simple! The tubeworms have the 
bacteria inside their cells." 
The lecturer said no, and told 
her to sit down. So Cavanough set 
out to prove that she was right, 
· and · she did. Her discovery 
sparked new studies in science. 
Tubeworms do have bacteria 
inside their cells. To scientists, 
this was a completely new type of 
co-existence (or symbiosis). The 
bacteria suiviveoff the tubeworm, . 
which survives off the bacteria. 
The .tubeworm takes in the 
hydrogen sulfide through its gills. 
The hydrogen sulfide is then 
circulated throughout the body. 
The bacteria in the cells feed off 
the hydrogen sulfide. The by-
product of the mechanism is 
oxygen, which the cell than uses 
to nourish the tubeworm. -
Although the tubeworm was 
the first organism discovered 
using this process, it has now been 
found that other, more common 
organisms also survive on this type 
of symbiosis. 
The solemya clam, which lives 
in coastal mud banks in the New 
England area, also survives from 
bacteria-living in its cells. 
Cavanough said that scientists 
are .investigating more and more 
organisms and findingthis process 
to exist in them. 
The organisms that do share 
this process have one thing in 
common. As Cavanough put it, 
"they're all mouthless and 
gutless." And the process allows 
organisms to live _in places where 
they normally can't, like two miles 
underwater, she said. 
BE YOUR OWN BOSS I 
Distributotships, Dealerships, 
Money making opportunities, ~ 
Franchises, & Mail order. ~ 
Details, send $2.00 to: 
NATIONAL MARKETING CQMPANY, 
BOX 3006, BOSTON, MA. 02130 
Were you really that busy? 
Were classes really that tough? 
QUIT YOUR EXCUSES 
AND BE A WINNER! 
Join UNH MEN'S CREW now 
open try ouJs for two weeks 
Interested people call the crew office 
862-2074 
ACADEMIC 
UROP SUMMER UNDERGRADUATE 
RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS: Students who have 
a 3·.2 GP A and are not graduating in May or Sept. 
are invited to apply for a UROP Summer 
Undergraduate Research Fellowship to pursue a 
research project full-time for nine weeks during 
the summer. Information and applications: 
· UROP Office, Hood House, Room 209, ext. 4323. · 
Deadline is Friday, March 16. 
· UROP UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH 
AW ARDS: Students who wish to pursue a 
research project and receive a stipend or support 
to defray research expenses should contact the 
Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program 
for information. Applications and guidelines are 
avail~qle in the UROP Office, Hood House, Room 
209. Application deadline is March 16. 
SCHOLARSHIPS: Several scholarships 
will be awarded to qualified graduate and 
undergraduate students in the College of Life 
Sciences · and Agriculture, including the 
Thompson School ·of Applied Sciences, for the 
1990-91 academic year. Application materials 
are available in departmental offices and the 
dean's office (201 Taylor Hall). Deadline for 
completed applications is March 2. 
CAREER 
FINAL SENIOR ORIENT A TION FOR 
-CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT: Seniors 
interested in interviewing on campus or 
establishing credential files must attend an 
orientation. Thursday, February 15, Forum Room, 
Dimond Library, 4-6 p.m. 
GENERAL 
VITA - FREET AX ASSISTANCE: Free tax 
help is available to all Durham area residents. 
Hours: Fridays 10 a.m.-2 p.m; VITA is located at 
the Forest Park Community Center in Durham. 
Call 862-2742 to make an appointment or for 
directions. 
NATIONAL MORTA_R BOARD WEEK: 
Mortar Board Senior Honor Society will have an 
information table in the MUB every day except 
Wednesday during _Feb. 12-16. Monday thru 
Friday, February 12-16, Balcony, MUB, 10 a.m.-2, 
p.m. 
- LITTLE ROYAL LIVESTOCK SHOW: 
Sign-up sheets for the 37th Annua_l Little Royal 
Livestock Show are now available in the MUB, 
Barton Hall, and Kendall. Show a beef, dairy, 
horse, or sheep. No experi~nce necessary! 
THE COMMUTER CONNECTION: Need 
or offering a ride? Then check out the Rideboard 
· at the Commuter /Transfer Center, Rm. 136, in 
the MUB. For traveling in N.H. or to Alaska. 
PEER SUPPORT GROUP: SHARPP Peer 
Support Group for female survivors of sexual 
assault/ attempted assault . Free of charge and 
confidential. Meets Tuesday and Wednesday at 
7 p.m. For info, call SHARPP at 862-2050. 
RETURNING STUDENT PIZZA PARTY: 
Returning Students - meet and talk with other 
returning students. Pizza at $1 a slice. Thursday, 
February 15, Merrimack, MUB, ,12:30-2 p.m. 
TECHNICAL JOB FAIR: In honor ·of 
National Engineers Week, sponsored by Society 
of Women Engineers. For everyone in the College 
of Engineering and Physical Sciences. Bring your 
resume and start planning your future. Saturday, 
February 24, Granite State Room, MUB, 11 a.m. -
4p.m. · 
PA~E 7 . 
PEACE CORPS INFORMATION 
SESSION: The award winning film, "Let It 
Begin Here," (37 minutes) will be shown and 
Peace Corps recruiters will be available to answer 
questions. Tuesday, February 27, Room 9A, 
· Library, 7-9 p.m. · 
PEACE CORPSINFORMATIONT ABLE: 
Peace Corps recruiter and returned Peace Corps 
volunteer will be available to provide 
· information and answer questions. Monday, 
February 26, Table #1, MUB, 10 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
CELEBRITY SERIES: The Tulsa Ballet will 
perform on Sunday, February 18, at 7:00 p.m. 
The company will perform the "lost ball~t" 
originally choreographed by Balanchine, 
"Mozart Violin Concerto" as well as the story-
ballet, the "Merry Widow". Tickets are $18, $16 
and $12. For information call (603) 862-2290. 
HEALTH 
- WOMEN & AIDS: Tuesday, February 13, 
Room 7 A, Williamson Hall~ 7 p.m. 
LESBIAN PANEL: Tuesday, February 13, 
Room Ext. 10A, Christensen Hall, 8 p.m 
HIV/ AIDS TESTING & COUNSELING: 
Anonymous and confidential; available at the 
Office of Health Education & Promotion. Mon. 
9-3; Tues. 9-12. Call x3823 for an appointment. 
HEAL TH SERVICE MEETING: 
Alcoholics Anonymous are held Monday thru 
Friday, 12-1 p.m., Health Service Center, Room 
201A. Sessions open only to those with a desire 
to stop drinking. 
BISEXUAL SUPPORT GROUP: For 
women and men. Every Thursday, Resource 
Room #249, Health Services, 4-5 p.m. 
ACOA SUPOPRT GROUP MEETING: 
Every Friday, Room 201A, Conference Room, 
Health Service Center, 1-2 p.m. 
MEETINGS 
UNH HILLEL GENERAL MEETING: 
Discuss upcoming events; meet new students. 
Tuesday, February 13, Room 201, Murkland, 7 
p.m. 
DEBATE SOCIETY OPEN MEETING: 
Anyone interested in participating in on-campus 
or intercollegiate debate is invited. Tuesday, 
February 13, Room _126, Hamilton Smith, 7:30 
p.m. (If unable to attend, leave your name and 
number in Room 134, in the MUB.) 
STUDENT COALITION FOR THE 
HOMELESS MEETING:_ Interested in helping 
NH' s homeless and making great friends? Then 
_ we're the organization for you. Join us in our 
fundraising efforts and volunteer work at local 
shelters. Tuesdays, Notch room, MUB, 7;30 
p.m. 
NATIVE AMERICAN CULTURAL 
MEETING: Sherry Lester will talk about her last 
year at Pine Ridge Sioux Reservation. Open to 
all ages/students/faculty. Monday, February 
19, Room 212, Hamilton Smith, 7:30-9:30 p.m. 
HORSMAN'S CLUB MEETING: Pizza 
Party at the Tin Palace, videos and fun. 7:00 pm. 
$2 per person. Call Jen 868-2045 or Anne 868-
1509 for more info. 
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M·. O· VIE 
HORROR 
BY SEAN CARROLL 
The video store was nearly deserted. Those who 
weren't cowering inside because of the full moon obviously had 
Something Better To Do. Every single new movie was rented. 
There was only me, three rednecks, and the shopgirl. Since they 
were wearing Howl at the Moon T-shirts with baseball length 
sleeves, I figured they weren't frightened by the moon. They fell 
more under the category of people to be afraid of on such a night. 
Me, I was trying to give up sup~rstitions years ago. I don't know 
what the girl'~ problem was. 
Fearfulcitizenshadrentedallthevideosduringdaylight 
. hours, and the pickings were now slim. Only the horror movie~ 
were left unraided on that night. No one wanted anything to do 
with them except the rednecks, who were having a field day. They 
had picked one movie each and were arguing over which to get as 
their free prize for having such movie stamina. Two backed "I Spit 
on Your Ouija Board" but the third fought for "The Dorm That 
Literally Poured Blood" like a punch drunk fighter. 
I've got nothing against horror movies, I'd seen my share 
on HBO as a kid when I was supposed to be asleep, watching them 
without any sound, for the sheer visual assault of it. Butthesedays 
I was a Serious College Student, and my interests were elsewhere. 
I passed over Shadoe Stevens as the cookiebaking mercenary in 
"Traxxxx," and Sly Stallone's "Over The Top," until I found 
Evelyn Waugh's "A Handful of Dust" tucked away in the reject 
bin. It was something truly weird for this particular store, which 
:catered mostly to late night types. Social satire of the bored British 
upper class between the wars is not what you normally find .in 
place that does most of its business to insomniacs. Maybe they 
figured it would put you to sleep. It seemed like the best of a bad 
situation, so I grabbed it and made for the counter, just as the · 
Moonhowlers' debate was coming to a head. But the girl gave me 
a look that said, ;'Please leave the box on the shelf, thank you." But 
not quite so ·politely. She went to pull . my film, obviously 
· scandalized at ~uch disregard for the rules. 
By the :time I got back, the rednecks had decided on 
"Faces of DeatJ;t Vl: Abdominal Surgery ~loopers and Gags," or 
some oth~r Dick Clark Production. I put my two-fifty on the 
• counter and the girl went to hand me my night's entertainment, 
only to find to.her horror that she'd rented my movie to the trio of 
head bangers. Call.it Karma, Kismet, or closure, it seemed like the 
only thing to <;lo was rent the one they had left behind; there was 
no avoiding it; The girl squirmed but I didn't give her the relief 
of being n~sty back. "Hey,mistakes happen," I told her and went 
home. ~-i.,, 
'ijte weird part was that the movie was adually a clever 
reversal of.,thc old Vampire story, showing the life of a newly 
-"~ipped" yictim,. and his struggle to adjust. Plus, there was lots of 
blood, drµnk from beer glasses at a roadside tavern massacre, 
pouring oqt of disemboweling shotgun wounds the things merely 
laughed at. And the classic line on biting a biker- "I hate it when 
they ain't been shaved!" I never laughed so hard in my whole life. 
I don't know if the moon had anything to do with it, but 
the next time it' s·full, I'm going back for another try. Who knows, · 
, maybe I'll fir.id a red.neck furtively renting "Women in Love," or 
· ''The Razor's Edge." Or maybe I'll just stay in and read Clive 
Barker's new book and leave well enough alone. 
Sean Ca"oll, Arts Staff Reporter, was recently seen on the streets 
of Durham wearing a skillet on his head. It was coated with No-
Stick Pam. so he had to _hold on to it with both hands. 
AEGIS UNH's Literary journal 
Submission D. eadline 3/15 -S.A.S.E. w/ 
telepho_ne #. Rm. 153, MUB, , 
. . . 862~2734 Alex, Geoff or Sherrie. 
.... ,. " ............... ~ - -
WILDCAT, 
continued from page 1 
·countertop dining on 
swivel chairs in the middle of the 
store will be surrounded by 
booths along the walls. Dining in 
its infamous windows will also 
be available, allowing students 
to watch passersby once again. 
The bathrooms are also 
bigger and easier to get to. No 
mo~· squeezing sideways down 
a narrow hallway to relieve 
yourself as in days past. 
As for beer. Sorry, there 
won't be any. · 
''The bars are only across 
the street," sai4 Petro'vitsis. 
~rving beer would bring about 
extra liabilities and responsibilities 
for the store, according to 
Pet:rovitsis. Patrons of the 
downtown bars will be 
encouraged. to stop· by J.P.' s after 
last call, he said. 
· Petrovitsissaid thatJ.P.'s 
will be open til 2 a.rn. on weekends 
_ and 1 a.m. on weekdays. 
As for what you'll find to 
eat when you get there, you'll just 
have to w~it and se~. 
, PEASE, . · 
continued from page 1 
serving as an information gatherer 
and a proponent of local wishe.s 
in Washington. 
"We have come to an, 
agreement with the members of 
the (Pease. Redevel'opment) 
Commission, that we will support 
and be committed to what they, 
being representatives of the local 
·people, want to happen with the 
base." . · 
The PRC Coordinator, Michael · 
Farren, agreed with Gamache. He 
said that the delegation provided 
us with information, and is 
. helping us voice our concerns to 
Washington. 
The careful tiptoeing of the 
delegation underscores the 
controversy surrounding the 
commission, now caught in the 
middle of a state vs. local battle 
over t~e structure of the panel 
itself. 
. · · Th~ -'comrri_i~sion, .. Farren 
explains, ·was created last year by 
House Bill 750, and is composed 
of eight representatives: twc;> from cut the siz:e of the authority from 
Portsmouth,twofromNewington, nine membe:rs to seven, 
two . appointed by the governor, . eliminating one representative 
_.and_pne from each house of the each ·· from Pottsmouth and 
legisl~tur~. . Newington. . . 
Under the present situation, the Portsmouth City Councillor 
Defense Department would Bill Wagnet · vehemently 
_donate the airfield . plus any denounced the move at -last 
supporting lands and structures week's city council meeting, 
to the PRC, as recommended by asking that Governor Gregg and 
the Federal A via ti on House Speaker Doug Scammon 
Adm:iriistration. Then, the Pefense· . · "live up to · their commitments 
Department would sell them the with actions." 
remainder at fair market value. Portsmouth Mayor Eileen 
The PRC would then dispense the Foley, reading from a letter to 
land as it sees fit. · Governor Gregg asking him ·· to 
In an effort to make the process veto· the legislation, was widely 
more efficient, the PRC drafted a applauded. 
44 page proposal to create a nine So where does UNH fit in? 
member authority responsible for ·· According to Michael Farren, 
· replacing the commission. After · · · :some of the buirdings that UNH 
months of work, the .. proposeci Would find 'use(ul are in,the area 
legislation was introd1:1ced in the . to be negotiated by the FAA as 
Senat_e (Senat_e Bill 351). · p~rtoftheairfieldgranf therefore 
_ : ~t,J n: what soqi~ \P,ffJ~i~ls . ~ _ t~r-~ir~~l~ nego~iatjons,~~p also 
have ··fermed a "hasty move' the have a d1rect~1mpact' on: the 
SenatelnternalAffairsCommittee potential i,JNH,negotiations. ' 
SPAIN, 
continued from page 2 
a program," Michelle said, who 
went with the University of 
Wisconsin program. 
· "It gets lonely at first. It's · 
nice to have Americans around 
at first, but you have to try to 
integrateyourselfintotheculture, 
- and try to learn the language. It's 
hard if you' re with an American," 
she said. · 
On the other hand, Lauren 
missed interacting with the Soviet 
students. Puskin University was 
composed mostly of American 
students and students from other 
nations. 
She lived in a high rise with a 
moat of garbage and trash around 
it. She couldn't walk around her 
room in socks because they 
would get yellow linoleum strea~s 
on them. The room had no 
refrigerator SC!,_ they would have. 
· chicken hanging on the windows 
and cucumbers rotting on the 
ledge. The only clothes dryers in 
town were ones that shrunk 
clothes down to Barbie doll size, . 
so they washed everything in the 
tub and. hung up clotheslines in 
the room. 
''They killed all the cockroaches 
beforewegotthere. Weonlyfound 
two," Lauren said. · 
Lauren would like to attend 
Moscow State University after she 
graduates. They have a 10 month 
program. She is looking at 
graduate schools now. She wants 
. to_ get her Ph.D .. and .become a 
,EVALUATIONS, · 
continued from page 3 
. a look at this situation," said 
Kraus. 
Student opinion on the 
subject varies. 
· "I see no problem with 
professors seeing their 
evaluations before grades are 
turned in," said one student who 
wished to remain anonymous. 
Another student, who aiso 
asked to withhold his identity, 
said, "I've. actually signed those 
· things before! I thought no 
professor ever actuallysawthem. 
I thought they got a computer 
printout or .something," he said. 
"Even if I didn't sign my n~e 
again, I would think twice about · 
writing in extra comments at the 
end, in case they recognized my 
hand writing. Something should 
be done about letting us know 
exactly what happens," he said. 
On Wednesday, 
February 14 at 6pm, 
in Ham-Smith rm. 129 
the Department of 
Communication will hold -
an informational 
meeting for all students 
who wish to declare the 
Communication Major. 
· This is a mandatory 
_me.~ting~ 
professor . 
. ''The CIA could.take me, but I 
don't want to get paranoid just 
yet," shesaid. ''Thewaytowards 
peace is to educate." 
Michelle's plans after 
graduation include graduate 
school or a position with the Peace 
Corps. She wants to become a 
· transiator. · · 
"I feel like I've changed 
. a lot-like night and day. It [the 
exchange] gave me a meaning to 
my life. I hardly studied at all. 
Mygradesweren'tthegreatest. I 
was a partier," she said. 
''There is more of a desire to 






Crisis Pregnancy Center 
FREE & CONFIDENTIAL 
• pregnancy testl"II 
• coumdlng & Information 
• pnctlal support We Care! 
HOfLINE 749-4441 
90 Washington Street 
Suite 306 B, Dewer, NH 
lJ 
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UNH MEN'S BASKETBALL 
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Come See Great Stuff! 
UNH .Wildcats 
vs. 
Maine BI3Ck Be3rs 
Thursday,Feb.15,1990 
Lundholm Gym .7:30pm 
* Special Winter Carnival UNH Student 
Ticket price of .$2.00 with I.D.. * 
c,r FOR INFO C~LL .862-1853 -~- .. · 
) . 
, ,f' ' • .,.~ I 
r~------~-----------, . Clip & Save . . · 
:- .· . . C&J TRAILWAYS 
I ,~H~ct.i\Jt'. NEW BUS SCHEDl3LE l:'ti;., 1 · . u l ) \) ()'; I I ·t 
I \Y2.-\ 0 - · DURHAM ~ -/8 ' 11 . (J 
I LOGANAIRPORT- DOWNTOWN BOSTO:-.J' 
I N.E. CENTER & DOWNTOWN BUS SHELTER 
I Southbound 
· 1 LV-NEC 
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C&J TRAILIA/AYS I Bold Type = PM Departures 
1
-.....Q) Operates Fri. & Sun. Only Bus Stops at: 
1. N.E. Center I Call us for information! 2. Downt own Durham 
I \ 
I 
I (603) 742-5111, 742-2990 . Bus Shelt~r . 
✓ L l!_C~~ ~A!!!~~~M.!~~ ~y~~~~T~,~~.!. .J 
·NOW OPEN· 
n·. MERCHANTS 5':'L~S•LEASIN~• RENTALS Miles Ahead ln Ouafuv. · 
. . . . . . . ::::~!Siiiil~,-il,!iiiii~~..__, . . 
. ,~ 
, -~: . _i:~..' ........ ·:: . ' ~!) . 
-RENTAL RATES-
Daily Weekly 
Economy 24.95 159.95 
Mid Size 28-.9'5 179.95. 
Fill Size 3-2.95 199.95 . 
S_ation Wagons* 39.95 249,95 
Mini Vans 49.95 309-.95 
Cargo Vans* 44.95 279.95 
15 Passengers 69.95 439.95 
Pickup Trucks* 34.95 209.95 
WEEKEND s,Afff\NG$59 ·95 
SPECIALS Ai ■ 
· -Rates Include-
✓ Pick-Up & Delivery ✓ Unlimited Mileage within 
New England . ✓ 18-20 year olds- 25% Surcharge 
Ap,plies ✓- Must Have Full Coverage Insurance • 
All New 1989-1990 Fuel Efficient Models 







_ THE FRlf;NDSHIP INN 
Silver Street & Spaulding Turnpike 
. .(Exit BE) . 
. . D_OVER 
742~2127r.>'' ,:·· 
. ... * So~e Models Slightly Higher, R~tes Subject to Change . -
.-i-..•· ·o>-:. ""· ·,, •• ·-. ~( '•'., ',, ,..:' ·•·,• ., •• • , . ·~' ,. ~ , , ~ ~ 
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By Heather Wood and Jennifer Brenizer 
Another Yalentine's Day is upon us. In many ways this 
holiday is comparable to Christmas. Everyone knows the song in 
which occurs the line "He knows when you ar~ sleeping, he knows 
when you're awake, he knows if you've been bad or good so be good 
for goodness's sake." Those words have haunted every cnild's pre-
sleep .thoughts. "Have I been good enough?" The soul searching . 
continues until the irrefutable truth appears beneath the tree on 
Christmas morning. It's the same idea with Valentine's Day, except 
this time you don't just have your own self to worry about. There is 
usually (hopefully) a "significant other" who had better make this 
holiday count ... or else. There had better be candy or flowers, 
soliloguies dripping romance, or at the very least, a card. Last 
Valentine's Day I received nothing from my boyfriend of three years. 
Not even on of those candy heart with a cheesy saying like "smooch 
me hot stuff" that would probably end up melting in my pocket. 
Valentine's Day became for me more like the eve o'f final judgement 
than a time to contemplate love and eat Russell Stover's candies. I 
know I was not alone. I can at least take some small comfort in that. 
So let's get to the point of this article ... there can be no more 
skirting the issue. What the Hell is love anyway? Many_people will 
be asking themselves this as they sit in Entomology 402 this 
Wednesday. Why am I doing this? I must be crazy ... . 
Yes, I know this is a_health_oriented article, I'm getting to that 
. part now. Believe it or not, love can affect your health. Ask yo-urself 
"how could it not?" It is a prominent feature in almost everyone's 
life. It can be a source of tremendous joy or unbearable sadness. It 
is, like almost everything in your life, what you make of it. · 
In a recent survey conducted by a popular women's 
magazine, it was quited that people who are involved in a long term, 
happy, productive relationship tend to be more socially adapted and 
less stressed than their peers who have either encountered romantic 
crises or opted to "play the field". The same survey indicated that 
happily married people tend to live longer and be less prone to heart , 
disease than those who have had marital difficulties. People who are 
contented wit their partners are also more likely to be pleased·with 
themselves,takecareoftheirbodiesandenjoymorehealthylifestyles. 
On the other hand, there are those who participate in 
extremely unhealthy relationships. These people do so for a variety 
ofreasons; poor self-esteem, fear that the other persori. will disintegrate 
if they< leave, codependence in a ,relationship involving alcohol or 
drugs. For these people the symptoms of their strained love life go 
far beyond the context of the relationship. They can affect fhe 
person's life as well. Depression, suicidal thoughts, stress, inability 
to focus on day to day life, and a poor self image are common 
complaints found among people_ who are involved ill: unhappy 
relationships. 
Which brings me back to that dreaded holiday. Maybe it is 
not such a depressing idea to think of Valentine's Day as a time of 
reckoning. Put those chocolates away and save those slobbery kisses 
for February 15th. Sit your sweetheart down and do a little soul 
searching together. Think about the discussion·s you' re making, and 
set goals for your relationship. Understand each other's feelings, 
and above all treat those feelings with respect. Take care of your 
health and take care of your heart. You'll feel better for it. · 
PORT CITrr 
BEAUTY SUPPLY 
.1811 Woodbury Ave. 
. (formerly DAMAITT PLAZA) 
Portsmouth, NH 431-1808 




- EYEGLASSES- Choose from over 300 
stylish frames .. 
SUNGLASSES- Styles Include: 
Ray-Ban : Vuarnet Bolle 
Serengetti Carrera, 
CONTACT LENSES-
Include: Bausch& Lomb 
Ciba Hydron- CSI 
Disposable Lenses 
Durasoft 
~ :J{o'f'e'IJ for~ ..f, 
~ o/a{entines 'Day -:, .. 
·'lJelivery to a[{ campus ~ 
focations 
·S()_ . 









Ventures, Inc. · ·-. -
868-1092 
DRS. Alie & Menard 
4 76 Central Ave. 
Dover.NH 
742-5719 
Are you denying 
. yourself _-
a netter shot 
at grad school? 
Okay, it may be too late to get 
a4.0. Butifsnottoolatetotryto 
do better on.your LSAT, GMAT, 
GRE, or MCAT. For·that, there's 
Stanley H. Kaplan. 
No. one has prept;>ed more 
students than Stanley H. Kaplan. 
Our test-taking techniques and 
educational programs have 
prepared·.over 1 million 
students. 
So whatever grad school 
exam you're taking, call us. 
Re.member, the persor'. next to 
you during your exam probably 
took a Kaplan course. 
!KAPLAN 
STANlfY H. KAPI.AN EDUCATIONAL CENTER IJD. 
DON'T COMPETE WITH 










Taxes not included.Restricti.ons 
apply.One ways available. . 
Work/Stud abroadprogralT)s.lnt'I 
Student fD'.EURAIL PASSES 
ISSUED ON THE SPOT! 
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B. Caring _ 
C. U nderstand.ing 
D. All of the Above 
And do you want to help 




Campus Crisis Hotline 
Information Meeting 
Wednesday February 7th 
Hamilton Smith. 139 
7:3~pm 
JUNE 1990 
TRANSFER ORIENTATION STAF 
• Help new transfer students form a 
positive first impressior;1 of UNH . 
• Develop leadership skills 
• Develop communication skills 
• Meet new people 
· • Add a line to your resume 
• Salaried position June 3~8 
PICK UP APPLICATION AND JOB DESCRIPTION 
AT THE STUDENT DEVELOPMENT OFFICE (2nd 
FLOOR HUDDLESTON) OR THE 
COMMUTERffRANSFER CENTER (MUB). 
HURRY! 
APPLICATION DEADLINE: 
Wed.,. Feb. 21 
DAY, FEBRUARY 73, 7990 
32 Main Street, Durham N.H. 
" Your One Stop Store " 
. PAGE 17' 
* Grand Re-Opening Celebration * 
Thursday February 15th 
introducin~ New England style Barbecue chicken 
"lfomestyle chicken dinners to go" 
➔ Late night food connection ~eekdays till . 
midnight Thurs/Fri/Sat till 1 am 
· @ CHECK US OUT!l! @ · 
.. Free food sampling from 11am to 2pm 
16 oz. Pepsi $.30 with Chicken purchase 
DURHAM'S BIGGEST A,ND BEST 
Subs ,._ · Syrians ,t. Bulkies 
· ""'X d 1· ~ .a. ..... coming soon..... -press e 1very 
All orders made to order. 
For Fast take out without waiting, 
CALL AHEAD ... 
~. 868-2521 ~ 
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. . · llake a deep breath and say these three 
simple words: The Union Leader. Now take another 
deep breath to cleanse your lungs. 
Yes, the Union Leade,r, that paragon of New 
Hampshire journalism, has done yet another fine 
piece of investigative reporting. This time, they've 
finally managed to dig up the dirt that the University 
of New Hampshire has been futilely trying to hide 
for the last twenty years. It's out in the open; our 
secret has been discovered. · 
We at UNH have to take only four courses 
·per semester, for four years, to graduate. 
· . The Union Leader caught us on that, and 
caught us good. In their· scathing front-page story 
this Sunday, titled "UNH Grads Get Less Class 
Time-Some Question_ Credit System," the paper 
revealed our shameful secret to the entire state. And 
they did it just in time, too;we'd been getting away 
with it for twenty years, unnoticed. 
You see, all of us who att.end UNH were ex-
pressly told by unnamed administrators, when we 
came to this school, "We accepted you only on one 
condition-you must promise never to divulge our 
deep, dark secret. You see, here at UNH, you receive 
four credits for each class. Four credits! Hahaha! We 
do it for one reason, and for one reason only-to bilk 
the taxpayers out of their hard-earned money! Our 
teachers are lazy. They don't want to waste a lot of 
time in class, teaching as many classes as those 
teachers in the five-class-per-semester schools. They 
hate the kids! They've got better things to do. They 
got into the business for the summer vacations. And 
our students? They'd rather lick the inside of a 
dumpster than work to get an education. They don't · 
have more outside work than the kids at those other 
schools. No way! Nobody wants to get educated at a 
college. That's not why they're there." 
The Union Leader did an excellent job, some-
how weaseling that information out of a weak fresh-
man. And they also managed to get some informa-
tion from one Roberf V. Io sue, president of academic 
powerhouse York College, Pennsylvania. He said 
that New Hampshire's legislature should "look at 
(UNH's educational program) long and hard." Bril-
liant! They haven't looked at us long enough. Maybe 
they could find a way to chop even more money from 
our budget, forcing our tuition to increase even 
more. After all, if we aren't even getting a reat five-
course-per-semester education, then we don't de-
serve the money we're getting! We.should all extend 
a hearty 0 Thanks!" to the Union Leader for bringing 
that to everyone's attention. 
Now, some people might not see the article 
in the proper light. Some might say that it's another 
case of th~ paper taking every possible opportunity 
• 
to bash the university, which.could be the only place 
in the state where liberals are actually the majority. 
Some might say_ it's part of the paper's puzzling 
policy of opposing any increase of money earmarked 
for education. Some might say the article is a reflec-
tion of the pathetic tight-fistedness that ~ies under 
this state like granite; a tightfistedness that in 1983 
led the State Legislature's Joint Committee on Re-
view of Agencies and Programs to attack the univer-
sity system's trustees for developing "an education 
system with a capacity far beyo.nd that needed to · 
fulfill its principal mission (of educating New 
Hampshire youth.)" (We wouldn't want to be the 
least bit better than we have to be, because that 
would cost money.) Some might declare that switch-
ing to a five-class system would cost much more 
money, just in hiring teachers. , 
But we know better. We, the students, have 
to admire the Union Leader for their nose for news. 
Sure, it took them twenty years to realize that we had 
a four-class-per-semester system. But damnit, 'once· 
they found out they grabbed hold of the issue like a 
tiger and boldly displayed it on the front page. An 
injustice was taking place, and they saw fit to right it. 
We should all tip our hatsto the Union Leader, 
the paper that's exploding into the nineties with the 





To The Editor: 
Ifl wanta "Verbalfash- . 
ion show" replete with sexist 
imagery I can watch Vanna flip , 
through her letters on T.V. 
If I want Classist 
Propaganda thatimplieshome-
lessness is not a prqblem and 
that no one goes to bed hungry 
in America who doesn't de-
serve it, I can watch old vide-
otapes of Mr. Reagan. 
Perhaps "Random 
Writings" could get a little less 
random and a lot more real. I 
assume the intent of the col-
umn is to allow a place for 
writers to try out new styles or 
· take journalistic risks. I highly 
encourage folks to investigate 
their creativity, and/ or put 
forth thought provoking, well 
written columns that · are so-
cially and journalistically re-
sponsible. 
Hopefully yours, 
We need your feedback! Submit 
letters .to Room 151, MUB. All 
correspondence must be typed 
and signed in order to be 
considered for 
publication. We 
do not print 
anonymous 
letters! 
BOB DURLING, Editor-in-Chief 
GAIL ROBERTSON, Managing Editor EILEEN MALLOY, Managing Editor 
KATHY HALEY, Ne,ws Editor TERRI DANISEVICH, News Editor 
KIM ARMSTRONG. Sports Editor HEATHER GRANT, Sports Editor . 
MIKE PARNHAM. Photo Editor BEN FRAZIER, Photo Editor 
LAURA DEAME, Arts Editor KRISTI SUDOL, Forum Editor 
DENISE BOLDUC, Advertising Manager 






















Blaise T. Mosse 
Ed Sawyer 
Staff Reporters , 
John Doherty 
Neal McCarthy 
As&istant Business Manager 
































On The Spot Editor 
Melissa McKenzie 
Jena DelPrete 
Arts Staff Reporter 
Marc Mamigonian 
Arts Reporters 
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ON~T SHOU~T! 
WRITE! 
For the Foruin page! 
Drop off your written 
opinions to room 151 i~ 
the MUB. Please 
include 'name and 
phone number for 
verification. 
Israel not like 
South Africa 
by L.ee Rosenfield. 
II here are prominent differences between these 
two situations. For instance, unlike the blacks in 
South Africa, the Palestinians are not a majority in . 
Israel. 
And contrary to popular rhetoric, 
Palestinians within Israel's narrow pre-1967 borders 
do have full civil rights including the right to vote, 
hold seats in the Knesset (Parliament) and attend 
Israeli universities. 
Another example is that black South Africans 
are oppressed because of skin color. However, Israel 
rejects racial superiority. This has peen exemplified 
by Israel's welcome absorption of black African 
immigrants, Arab Jews forced from Islamic and 
Palestinians remaining in Israel in 1948. 
Perhaps the most striking difference between 
the two states lies within those populations seeking 
self-determination. Although never offered to the 
south African blacks, the Palestinians had the 
opportunity' to gain sovereignty through the UN' s 
1947 Partition Plan and limited autonomy through 
the 1978 Camp David Accords. 
Tragically, Palestinian leaders rejected both 
compromises. Had there been mutual trust in 1947, 
both Israel and "Palestine" would be celebrating 40 
years of independence in May. 
Instead of throwing stones .and fire bombs, 
Palestinian youths w:ould be throwing confetti. 
Lee Rosenfield is the president of Hillel, UNH's Jewish 
student organization. 
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~ ~ courage to approacfi you. Love, Mom, 'Dad, & '.Brian :Happy 'Valentine's 'Day! 'Tliank§ Af9"' L'UC'l('Y S'T.91.!l<S -~~ ~ 
-- 1 Q 9"'ou're tlie most 6eautifu{ 9!) for tlie 6est year of my (ife! I'm .9l'BO'VE .. for you. Happy Q i 
~ ~<:> woman I've ever seen. I fo,ng ~:~: <:? ~ gj \/ • ~ so fucky to liave you! I fove you! 'VaCentine 's 'Day! ~<:> ~ 
~ ~~<:>~ to gaze into your green :He[fo 5?lm6er, V. Love, Jane <:>~<:>~ I 
~ • • Ii C. <:> ("A-.. .... ("A,-.. - • • ~ I • •• spafk[ing eyes ana fioU your · I t in"-- I'm very fucky to liave you (? ~ ~ • v "V ,.. · v v CV) • •o • • ~ <:> fV't • •• I 
I " liantf in mine. Please ma~ as my Cittle sister and ta fik!, to 'To my aearest Jeffery, V 'V • ~ v " I 
i •o me tlie liappiest man in tfti ~Ii you a 1-fappy 'VaCentine's Vay! 'Tfiank_you for a wonaeiful year :My one ana on{y 'Ba6y, •o ~ 
i ~ woruf antf 6e my 'Valentine. '.Big 'Brattier antf 6 aays ! I fove you '.Baoe! • In Your 'Eyes, I See JL{{ 'Tfiat ilJ'J I I Q f'{[ 6e rtaamg tlie personals ., ;;, ~ • • Q • (I Q %ways ana forever yours, Love SfwuU tJJe!' I Love 'Yau g I I iei<:> for your a11.5wer. Love, MrX · ~ ~~~~ ••• 'l(jm6erfy .9lnn 1'orever! ":Mmmaaa· <:><:> I 
~ ~~~o Hey 'Bua, ~ • • • .. "1(/,memoer ,e,~~~ ~ 
Z .. ~ • • "' <:) V • • •• 9'v Q • T .. Z i · T "'~ 90 <:? 90 o~ ~ :Happy 'Valentine's 'Day! You're tlie Sugar 1(.ay, 9"'our "1(.ain6ow· T ~ I ~ Mary ann · most important person in my {ife I Cove tlie Coo~ you give me. ~ • ~ i 
~ :~ 1-fere's to sweet s~teen. antf I fove you more tlian anytliing! Have a Happy 'Vafentine's 'Day! Q ~ " ~~ .I• •0 <:>~ - i z ~ <:> ~ I ~ 'Tliank§ for a{[ tlie wontfe,fuf 1'orever yours, I Cove you. :Moo! QuacKf 'l(jm, You are my one ana im{y 9!) ~ 
i· ~~,t times. '! Cove you, Steve. "Leese· Love, 'Betsy Vesire. I fove you, 'l(jtty--'l(at <:>~t:J~ ~ I ~ ~ Love, '.Butcli ~ <:> ~ 
~~ J~ 
~ • Q ~:~: ~"~ ~ • Q ~:~: ~"~ ~ Q ❖>! ~"~" • Q ~:~: ~"~ "~ '1':~<:?~" • V ~ 
~~AVH.HHH.U.U.U.U././.llVH.MV/.H.//.H..U.U..U.UHH/.HHH..U.U//H.U.UHH./HHHH./././/.H/.H././HHHD"HHHHH./././HH.MVHHAV..U.UAV/.HH/.HHHHHD"H~ 
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~./A9.HHHAV.HH././H.HH./.HHAW'./AV.//.H./HHHH/.H./HHH./././HHHH/.H./AVH/.H./H.//HHH./HHHHHAV./HA9H./HA9HH/.H./HAVHH/.H.//.H./AV./H'./.U'H.H./A9~~ ~<:?••••:"<:?~• .o _❖=~•~••o ••••:"<:?~• .o ❖=-~!~••o <:?I i J'E~PT 'ELLIO'I Cfuef- Micliae(_ '£.: :Hi 'T.'!3.. · ~ i i ~ O'JC so you're tak.f,n. So am I. It just k_eeps getting 6etter a[{ tlie 'IF,,ese p~t two years liave 6een It's me, Critter ... your tfum6o ~ 
~ • ta~n away 6y your gootffuok§ time, so won't you pCease 6e my tlie greatest! 1"ou are my 6est earetf little cross-6reetf! I just • ~ 
~ '9 ana cliann. 'But - every girl retf liot 'Valentine? 'Witli mucli friencl my love, my (ife. I liope wantetf to say ~ a~ wisli you '9 ~ 
~ •o can 6e as (uc((y dJ'fJour girl love from, tliat you wi(( always 6e my a 1fappy 'llq(entine s 'lJay. I lov':o ~ 1 • Happy 'JlaCentine's rpay ry"our Squaw. valentine! I love you. you, 6ucf(aroo ... almost as mucli ~ 
~ ~ anyway... : ~ ~ ~ Q ~ : o .,fl) - ']Jenise as I love tliat _se~ two-tone ~ ~ 
~ r.-A' 1"our '1Jreamin' '1Jancer rroast: 0 o ~ ~ (V) ~ 0 o "St) 6rown antf 6eige 1{flncliero S() ~ Z X/ "LI c::> V O /. . ~f. . Z 
~ • 0 0 • • , 'Tea, , trying to get arounu incognito ~ ~ • ., <:? 0 0 0 S() • S() ~ 'Wliat a liecf(le! 'Bare 6uns, pirate . Ii lia a {e 6 '') • ~ I •o • oo • • trim, 9{pta6les, liugs, liowlin' witli 1"ou're my cutie, I _love you Wl.t c./ fit itt .C: on top.. •o ~ I ~ 'To tlie Se~ (joa ef tlie Pit, gootf frientfs, green M&M's, lots more tftan infinity squared. LoonJng_ orwaru to many mor~ i 
Z 'V '11iere once ,..,,as a secret of ·r 1r. ) Ii Happy 'llafentine 's aay! liappy times togetlier ... antf to "V ~ ~ * w 9Q,eene~ 1 nmmm! , more ugs, Ii• ea i(f(_ · * ~ 
~ ("') '11afentine, Htufson/'1Jova connection, partners 'Wi([ you 6e my 'llaCentine until more w ipp cream, s ties, ("') ~ 
~ V 'Wlio liaa eyes as orin/it as O _;r__ tlie ena of time? ana niglits (i/(s my 6irtliaay! I V ~ ~ o o · v in crime. 1"ou may e ~ away, lov l'l' ~ I 0000 sunsliine, out you're alway.'S in my lieart. I Linaa e you O O ~ ~ • • · · •o(V\~ • •• r.-A' ~ Critter • • ~ ~ • •• Slie saicl 'Mattliew my lioney, love you. •., v -v ••• v V ,,... • ~ • ••SO' ~ • •• ~ 
~ ~ I'm npt trying to 6e funny Cupcal(s 'Wilson • .,o<::;> ••• V 'Y ~ ~ I • I rea«y want you to 6e mine.· 'Be my 'llalentine, 1"ou wliacl(p! James 'Bona, •o ~ 
~ .,o XOXO . Cupia 1lere's tlie 'llaCentine's '1Jay • ~ 
I <:? .. ·.····················. ----~~- persona( I promisea you at <:? i 
/ 
I 
Ii ;~rJt::::~ 1::ll!i!!!l!!lll1lll!lllil!lil!lilllllllll!lilllilil!!i!!!::;i:il::;:1:11~1ilil!lilililililllil!lilililililililililillll!il::: 1:~ ~~v~e:~:: ii 
I"; 0 :2 & dwa~ I ~ e =~ \i!ll!lllllil!li!ilil!!llllllll:111:1■1111:■1111:11::11:1:111:1:111:1:11111:r If~!; ;;::r~~~ "; I 
I ~ .. ~i :~a:::; wfrat • '\t:::111111111lllllillll!11:::r=:,= 11:~ ~:~ :m: ti 
I ~ :i:~~~;:;? ·•::::\:\:::::::::111::111111111:11111111111111111111111111:1:::::::i:f)?:' ?~?;~:;} i:t to fin£ ll 
~ ••• Scott, ~ <:? :o <❖>:-S() :•: St}~ •••~ i ~ Happy o/afentine's '1Jay! I :J-{malo, S!osfi, you turk!,y! 'Tlie Saaness of liaving a fong "i 
~ • £ove ZfOU so mu. cfi! I've never {1r Ii Fis 1 ,f.• t "'' [e t' (1r.· S ' • ~ ; 9 0 nappy t ree mont again !a Italian Stallion, uis ance -va n _ine -ni ean o, •O~ I <:? 6een so liappy i~ my [ife1 week_ fate). If you'[{ be my 'Ifie se;rj,est man afive. 'Tlianf( a(tliougli our tfistance lias <:? ~ 
I <:? tlian~- to you! I[[ a[ways love 'Vafentine, ['[[ rub your feet .. .! you for over two years of fun, seperatea us on tliis musliy tiay,<:? ~ 
~ o!o: you! fove you!!! fro(ic1 antf tlie be.st reason to you wi{{ 6e tliouglit of a[[ tfay o!o!i I ~ Love1 Co{[een 1(.atua sfeep in on wee{(gntfs. fong1 6esiaes1 tliere are-many ~ ~ 
~ ~ .. <:? •o 0000 St)••• St)~ • ;o<:,~ :•:'9 St)~ :Me. more to foof(forwarti to; ~~ 
~ ,,... T ., 0 0 • • :Mikf,, 0 o ~ liil (V) ~ ~ o .. r.-A' 'TO(j'£'T:J{'£'1( ,,,...~ ~o 0 0 ,,...wV,,...o .... V o 0 ~ ~ 0 L.(j. 'Tliank§ for an increai6fi 2 years! 'Jvf Ii . Love 'You! Len 'o o ~ I S() :}{as it 6een a year?! 'Time f[ies I'm foot-inafiorwarti to tlie years N. ic e. {o _/ r;.r, I • !o<:,~ •••• .0' ~ S() ~ z O O , . l\l v .1 ou are my ve anu my "11 e. v • • V O () ~ i 00°0 wfien you_ re in £ove, antf: to come. 'Tliank§ for everytliing. I fo_ve you forever antf a[ways. Hey Quinn: 0o0oi i ~ fi°!'e to P(!SS a fot more time Love 'You!! Love, 'l(g,e If you tion t 6e my o/afentine, * ~ 
~ • witli you. 'You mean XOXOXO, :J{eatlier aa fV\ •,.... oo ~ • ., r.-A' ~ 'Bart saiti lie wouuf! 'Wliat tfo ya... ~ z Ii' . ..... V .,v 0o0ov ••• V , ,... • z ~ ;o everyt ing to me antf tliat ~ia {Happy 'Vafentine's '1Jay) ~ Craig, say? Pfease!? 1le's,9ot a pointy •o ~ I ~ never cliange 6ecause I tion t rrr. ~ _/ . . ,f tlie /ieatf antf you tion t . I {ii(!, you • ~ Z "V . o ~ li:il (V) C"'1.. O O .. r.,A' ·we SOUnu in your VOtce anu ~Z z li:il lose-toucli of a friena. I ,.,.o ,,... w V ...., o, VV [o c. • t rr_ •t' 6etter - Infiact - I tliinr,. it's -VZ z w v ol\.. in your eyes eu.> me i s I\.. ii:il z 
Z ("') LO'VE 1"O'll! Pac, -rr. f;-f-f, Ii. . , fove' :Me w ~ ~ V . reuuy ui;1 erent t is time. 'You re .. · • · 0 0 ~ • • r.-A' ~ Q ~ i 0000 'Your '1Je.stiny 'Iliank§ so mucfi for tlie wontfe,fuf. .. I love you! ..., <:? .,o o0o0 v ••• v ,,... 00 ~ I •0 :~ <:? •o 0o0o St}••• St)~ e~reme{y special niglit. I wi« 'Tina 'BeCa1 1(,ws1 (jranny, & 'Bintfa, 0o0o~ I ••• • 00 • • never forget it! 'You're tlie 6est! • :Q\;)~ :•:\9 ~ ~ 6et you were a{[ e;rpecting a =•=~ 
~ ~ Pat Manor, . . I LO'VE 'YO'll!! Pfease 6e mine! 'l(oz, 'You liot tliing! 'llafentine anti we aian't want ~~ I •o 1"ou scoretf a ~fi~ee pointer in Love, .91.C(j 'l\[p one couftf ask.for a oetter to disappoint you! :J{appy •o~ 
~ ; my lieart! 'Tliis is 09{,'E game .. • O() ~ • • r.-A' ~ 'Vafentine! Just tliinki I rea{[y 'llaCentine's '1Jay. :J{appy • i 
Z fV\ you won't lose! :J{ap111y • .., <:? •O 0o0o V • •• V ,,... . . m;rtr. ..ray '1Ja-.: -Et LO"'e \/ ~ Z V . , r . wia pay tO Sfeep Wttfi YOU ne~ ·D~ fl,Uj VUl-i v, 1 \/ Z i ' oo 'llalentines '1Jay!!! 'WEMIII 1 (jerry anti Lori 00 ~ ~ o0o0 year. _ 0 0 z I .. :o ~ ~Q~ :o ~StJ 1?J,se.s are reti ~ ~ ;o<❖t~1:•: ~~ ... "•.,oo~o~S()• ••  w~ .::~ ~ .., Clovers are green ,,. v v .., ~ I ~ Jfappy 22na 'Birtlitfay '1Jonna 'Be my 'Jlafentine ~liris-'To-Pfier , . • ~(j ~~ 
z o ( ) Oli, Oli1 On, Im on fire . ~ ~ 0 <'> #61 See you '1Jowntown antf fet's get o6scene . . 1lappy tfay to my lotl!J-tiistance <'> o ~ 
~ St) 'Tliurstiay ! {PS. f'{[ get more bu6bfe6atli) ~lia~~/or pulittingf' ~~ wit~lime- 1 'Vafentine- -I miss you antf love ~ ~ 
Z L Ii rn .,...r, S {1 r ,, 1 [e . , uon t l\..now w at u uo Wl.t out V z ~ 0o0o ~ ove1 t e -.re,1 ect tranger nappy ·va ntines '1Jay, {1r ,,, . , 1 you 6unclies anti 6unclie.s. 00 ~ ~ oo L 'Err: you. nappy ·vafentines '1Jay. Love L r ,.,,,,. o0o0 ~ I * ove uie _ :JI. 'Butiay1 'Tliouug ove a1,ways1 :JYLL! ~ I ••••:"<:?~• .o ❖=~•~••o ••••:"<:?~• .o ❖=~•~••o~I ~.HHAV~./H'/.H.HAV.H/.H./HAVA9...MW'HHU/HA9A9./H'/.HHHHHHAVHHHH/.H./AVH./AV/.H./ApV/.H.h"/.H.//.H././A9/.H.h".HH.H.H.H.H./.H/..MW'H.H/.H./.HH/./AVHA9_..A 
\ 
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1 ,-...()'> FREE! : 
~-,\\~~tS ___,,,,,,_.-ic-~ : ·~ ~~'\.~~ . I -"t'~ GET 6 
I fREE I 
· I CUSTOM PRINTING T-sHIR.Ts WITH I · 
' •• T-SHIRTS & SWEATS THIS COUPON I 
FOR YOUR GROUP ON ORDERS OF I 
I 4Do · OR ORGANIZATION . Z OR MORE · 1 
I I 
I . I · 
I (603) 964-9566 · · I 
I 75 south R.d. N. Hampton N.H. 03862 OFFER cooo UNTIL 4/ 14 / 9~1 
-------------------r-- -~~- -, 
~~~'- · o~'WH~lli~il\, 4relh : 
. Non-:Stop Bus Service To · I 
-Downtown Boston & Logan Airport-- I 
EVERY FRIDAY! .· ~ 
Departs . 
. N.E. Center 1:10 p.m. 2:10 p.m. 3:10 p.m. 11 
Downtown Bus Shelter 1:15 p.m. 2:15 p.m. 3:15 p.m. I 
Arrives I 
Downtown Boston 2:45 p.m. 3:45 p.m. 4:45 p.m. · I 
Logan Airport 2:55 p.m. 3:55 p.m. 4:55 p.m. I 
· Additional departures available, consult operating schedule. 1. 
1 ~&..liff!TRAILWAYS : . 
L Call us for information! 742-5111 or 742-2990 . .J 
' -------------------
Looking for a YiCY 
.. to keep moving 
.. tow~.rd Y.Our . 
educahonal goals . 
. . during.tile ,. > : 
summer months? 
With 7-week, 4-week and 6-week course se.ssions and 
numerous special institutes, USM can a·ssist' you with 
· • quality academic exP,eriences! : . · 
Registration begins March 19 ano will continue thro"ugh 
the beginning of each _$ession. '.·· : 
For more information, contact Summer Session, 
University of Southern Maine~ 96 Falmouth Street, 
Portland, Maine 04103, or call (207) 780,.4076 
0 University of Southern Maine 
I :,' · .. 
~r/ 
Jf 






"BEACH PARTY AND BONFIRE" 
TUES., FEB 13 5-7pm .. 
"GET A TASTE OF SPRING BREAK AT AGR!" 
. . ... - --- ------
*****~**~**~*~**~* * . ' ' ' 
~ ·. . . ATTENTION · ·. ·. 
*STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS* * ' t · .. · . . . 
~ All student clubs and · 
~ organizations · need to . register . * with the_ SttJdent Acitivities · i Programming Office EACH · · 
~ · semest~~ to maintain University t recognition. . . . · 
f Deadline for Spring 1990: . Friday, · 
~ February 23rd . 
i * ,. ' . ' 
j .RegistratiOn forms available in the 
· Student.·Acitivites Programming 
·Office, Rm. 126, MUB. 
i For more information call · 862-100 l ~ 
*****~**~**~*~**~ 
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ONLY LINDA WAS GOOFY 
McCartney Brings It Back To Worcester 
By Marc Mamigonian 
It is not an easy task to 
look analytically at Friday night's , 
Pa.ul McCartney concert in Worc-
ester. Critical standards fly out 
the window when you would be 
thrilled to even be in . the same 
building with the' person whom 
you are seeing. It would have 
been easy, very easy, for McCart-
ney to sleepwalk through a show 
and still please the masses. To his · 
~verlasting credit, he silenced 
many a critic, as he has done in the . 
past, by giving an extraordinary 
performance that left one thrilled 
and en:tertained. 
One has to wonder what 
has motivated McCartney to 
embark on this tour. 9bviously it 
isn't the money; it isn't because he 
is in unprecedented demand- his 
popularity is at a low ebb. I sus-
pect it is because he has some-
thipg to prove. What could Paul 
McCartney possibly have to -
prove? Primarily, I think, that he · 
can still get the job done, that he 
can go out on the road and enter-
tain people as well as anyone. His 
point is well made. 
A feeling of awe swept 
over me when McCartney came 
out on stage; it was almost emba-
· rassing. I mean, what ever hap-
pened to maintaining one's dis-
, tance? But the overwhelming 
sensation was that ''That is Paul 
McCartney, for God's sake! Wow! 
He was a freaking Beatie! I have 
lovedhismusicmywholelife!" In , 
short, the tendency was to gush 
on in this manner, a tendency 
which had to be checked. 
. The show was a fairly 
· deft mixture of Beatles tunes, 
Wings songs, and cuts off· 
McCartney's new and sadly 
underrated ''Flowers In the Dirt" 
Hey, he might be a little grayer, but 'ole Paul made those rafters shudder 
album. Many have criticized his Justice was done to the absence of Stevie Wonder; Paul 
shows on account of the new solo material, but I wish there had d ueted with guitarist Hamish 
material, which they call "anticl~- been more. You can say what you Stewart instead, thus making it 
mactic" and gener_ally not up to want about McCartney's solo ca- 'Ivory and Ivory.' A powerful 
snuff. This is a very unfair state- reer- inconsistent, often . treacly- version of 'Live and Let Die' fea-
ment;thenewmatenal,especially but there are dozens of great tured very, very loud explosions 
those songs which he performed, McCartney solo songs. He did preceeding the choruses and lots 
are just fine, thanks. some of the best; 'Jet' and 'Band of lasers. McCartney also in-
The new songs included On the Run' from the "Band On eluded two oldies from his "Back 
the concert's opener, 'Figure of , the Run" album, which is, by all In the USSR" album, Eddie 
Eight.' True, it wasn't the most odds, his finest solo work He Cochran's 'Twenty Fl,ight Rock' 
dramaticopenerpossible,butwhy really cooked on 'Coming Up,' f:.t aad Fat Domino's 'Ain't That a 
try to blow the crowd away right a pummeling,funkedout~~an0e- S:name,'bothofwhichrocked with 
off the bat? There was plenty of ment. 'Coming Up' also featured au,hm-ity. 
tirilE: Jor that later. McCartney one ofthe show's goofiest mo- Obviously the highlight 
also pulled out the lovely 'We Got ments. During the song, Linda of the show for most people was 
Married,' the hard rocking 'Rough- and het keyboard platform were the Beatles selections that McCart-
ride,' 'Put It There,' and a ripp'ing hoisteq up and trav~led over i:he ney resurrected, most of which he 
run through of 'My Brave Face,' back of the stage as she reient- had never performed live before. 
which was one of the highlights of lessly flashed peace signs (she He went way back for 'I Saw Her 
the show. This is all good stuff, seldom stopped flashing them 11 Standing There' from the first 
and people who were impatient night). My, it was silly. The only album and the exquisite 'Things 
wit}:l it are probably the people unfortunate solo. choice was the · WeSaidToday,'inanewarrang~ 
who.were therejust for the spe<;:- alreadydubious'Ebonyandlvory' ment(nomoretemposhifts),from 
tacle, norinterest~d fans. ' made. even less p~l~table _;bl the · . "A Hard Day's ,Night" and a ,rol-
L_::_ - -·-• _ ---··-·~-~ .•• -- -· -"----~--~-··· •<· --· ___ - ·--···----·- .- -· ~-----~ ·-· _ •. ___ -·-·-· ___ ·1 • 
licking 'Can't Buy Me Love,' from 
the same. Moving up to "Re-
volver," absolutely peerless ren-
d~tions of 'Eleanor Rigby' and 
'Good Day Sunshine' were of-
fered. From "Sgt. Pepper" came 
the title track and the side two -
reprise, linked by an ear-splitting 
solo duel between McCartney and 
S~ewart. I never would have 
thought that 'Sgt. Pepper' could 
work well live, but it was quite 
amazing to hear. But the classic 
McCartney anthems were yet to 
come. 
'Fool On the Hill,' 'Hey 
Jude,' 'Let It Be,' 'The Long and 
WindingRoad,' 'Yesterday,' 'Get 
Back': these formed the heart of . 
the show. Everyone in the build-
ing knew these songs, and every-
_ one demonstrated their knowl-
edge by singing along. It wasn't 
annoying, though, as many con-
cert singalongs-can be; it seemed 
like the natural thing to do in the 
situation. These are songs we 
should· all be weary with, even 
though they are great works, yet 
they sounded fresh and vital, 
particularly 'Y~sterday,' which 
McCartney sang With extraordi-
nary feeling, and 'Get Back,' which 
still packs a wallop. · 
Concluding the show 
was one of the most breathtaking 
moments; the 'Golden Slumbers' 
medley from "Abbey Road." 
· "Once there was a way to get back 
homewards," sang the ex-Beatie, 
and it seemed that he had found 
his way back, but not just for the 
sake of nostalgia, but because it is 
important to hear these songs. 
Following the a la Ringo drum 
solo, McCartney dashed down 
from the keyboards to join Ha-
mish Stewart and Robbie McIn-
tosh in some vicious three way 
soloing. People forget that, in 
addition to being one of rocks two 
or three greatest bassists and a 
fine pianist, Paul is also one hell of 
a guitar man. It was · a moment 
surpassing -sublime. 
Aithough ~:~Cartney 
only did Beatles songs that were 
indisputedly "his," it was impos-
sible to not think (especially since 
the arrangements were generally 
identical to the recordings) about 
Lennon. On 'I Saw Her Standing 
There' I expected his chugging 
rhythm guitar and harmonies. On 
'Hey Jude' perhaps most dramati-
cally, on the last verse when he 
joins McCartney to sing lead on 
the record, one of the most beauti-
ful passages in the Beatles cata-
logue, th~r~ was someone else 
harmonising. And during 'Get 
Back,' with Paul plugging away 
on his old Hofner violin bass, I 
could-not help but think of the end 
of the Let It Be film when the 
Beatles perform in public for the 
last time on the Apple rooftop. 
There was the bearded McCart-
ney, singing 'G.et Back' and plug-: 
ging at the same Hofner bass, 
Lennon wrapped up in a fur coat, 
his long hair blown by the cold 
February wind, soloing with cold 
fingers, and George and Ringo, 
always steady in support, "four 
playing as no four ever would 
again." I think of this; and I can't 
help- wonder where it all went. 
McCartney has to live with this 
past, but he is not letting it stop 
him from doing his job, which is 
singing his songs as no one else 
can. That is what I witnessed Fri-
day night. 
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SCRUFFY DOESN'T NEED LITTER 
Here's a refresher: Scruffy the Cat 
The Doe Did It 
By Sean Carroll 
It seems like much too 
tong since a show reaiiy Worth . 
seeing has come to UNH; proba-
bly since Elvis Costello last year. 
But the waiting ended Saturday,, 
when SCOPE came up with the 
pleasantly surprising double .bill 
' of local band Wooden Igloo open-
ing for Boston's Scruffy the !=at. 
_ Wooden Igloo started the 
show off with a remarkably good 
set fun, enthusiasm, and humor 
that was infectious. It is easy to 
understand why these guys won 
the Rockwars at Decadence last 
year; the fun they have up their on 
the stage really spills into the 
audience. Their blend of music is 
a happy mix of rootsy rock with 
just. a little early British punk 
thrown in for good measure and 
power. Front man Cal Powers 
and the band tore through some-
where around a dozen or more 
songs mostly originals. Their two 
covers included a · fine Eddie 
out. Meanwhile you can buytheir 
album in Rockbottom records in 
this area, or check them out on 
March 10th in Portsmouth . . 
The second band of the 
evening was Scruffy the Cat, and 
yestheywereScruffy,butsowhat? 
I guess touring does that to you. A 
more established band, they come 
from Boston with four albums and 
a huge amount of touring under 
their collective belt. They too are 
plain and simple rock and roll, but 
this time with a bit of sixties folk 
and blues sounds thrown in, in the 
form of piano, organ and occa-
sional harmonica solos. The whole 
band is very much rooted a\ound 
Charlie Chesterman' s enga.ping 
vocals, which are reminiscef1,t of 
Elvis Costello's sort of garb,~ed 
roar. 
Cochran's 'Someth1n' Else' ·and Scruffy played an in-
ViolentFemmescover'Fat', which credibly long set whose energy 
wasgreataswell,asPower'svoice rose and and ebbed occasionally, 
is well suited to the nasally style of but never faltered, and the crowd 
theFemmes. Thesecovers,Jhough warmed up by Wooden Igloo 
.good, didn't in any way over- never cooled off. Highlight songs 
shadowtheoriginals. Theyplayed - were their own great ~oons of 
a fair number of tracks from the Jupiter' from their album of the 
album "Wooden Igloo," aswell~s same name, and 'the Wanderer,' 
a number of tracks I'd never heard their tribute to the recently de-
before. Luckily,however,theband ceased Dell Shannon. 
wonsomestudiotimeintheRock- We can only hope that 
wars a_nd is working on finishing SCOPE continues to provide us 
up a half-live studio record for / with such quality bands in the 
C.D. and casse+:te release some~ fot:u.r~, by carryj,ng outth~ir t:hre-:l.tS 
time,nthenextfewmonths;hope- to have groups like the Red. Hot · 
fully. You'll be sure to hear about Chili Peppers come,_ and soon. 
it in these pages as soon as it comes 
By Leona Koenig 
People from all over night w~nt on. They were stu-
cam pus had the chance to display dents that had heard about it and 
theirmusicalabilities Friday night. wanted to play. Even Dan Tilling-
Jessie Doe Coffee House had be- hast; a guy from Dover, already 
JAMES COME HOME 
come a r~lity. graduated,cameovertostrumhis By Mathew Gross 
· At the height of the eve- guitar. If you want to know the 
ning, sixty people were sitting There was a feeling of absolute truth, world (and I've 
. around the lounge area, sipping mellow happiness in the room. cometorealizethatyoudon;twant 
punch and listening ·to various Peopleweresprawledoncouches, to), life is dead. I once believed.in 
acts. Students played acoustics, on the floor, leaning against the hope (and I still want to believe in 
sang, played the piano. The per- -. wall. The acts were good, inex- such things) but when my saints 
formers came· from other dorms pensive, non-alcoholic way to be fall, how can I continue preaching 
andtheUAC's. Theaudiencecame entertained for the evening. my gospel? 
from all over campus. Zanne Hopefully Jessie Doe will decide · · l'mspeakinghereofTim 
Rottier, the Hall Director, said that to do it again. 
only a quarteroftheaudiencewere • __.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,,,.,.,,,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,..,,,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,,,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,,,,.,.,.,.,.,,.,.,,,,,.,.,.,.,,,.,.B,.,.,0,.,.,0.,.,.,t.,.,.,h,,,,,., t,.,.,h,.,.,e.,.,.,l.,,,,,ea,,.,.d=sin.,.,.,.,.,.g,,,.,.er,.,.,o,.,.,f.,.,.,t.,.,.,h.,,,.e,,,,,.b,.,.,a_nd 
fromJessie Doe. <<>:ttY/l@trr:t::::::: rn Y}Y:tt))Ji) ,,,,,,,,,,.,'','',' '' '. ::::,::::::·· 
The atmosphere was one 
of camraderie and relaxation. A ,,,·: 
fire was lit in the fireplace and .,,,,. 
· candle-like lights were on in vari-
ous locations around the room. 
The ideafortheCoffee House came 
from the Hall Council and Hall 
Staff of Jessie Doe, and was origi-
nally intended for one night only. 
However, the unexpected success 
of the evening prompted Rottier 
to guess that they'd probably be 
doing it again sometime. 
Dave Johnson, a junior 
· living in the UAC's, played the_ 
saxophone for an audience of 
about twenty as the night was 
winding down: He also played 
two wooden flutes at once. When 
asked what he thought of the 
Coffee House, he was definitely 
enthusiastic. It gave people a 
chance to play and "gets people 
exposed to many kinds of music." 
There were four acts 
originally scheduled to perform, 
but four more showed up as the 
James. See, I've always believed 
in the power of pop. I've always 
gone a bit overboard- Morrissey 
practically formed the man I am. 
And thus I have been preparing 
my soul to follow the guiding light 
of Tim Booth's lyrics. I convinced 
myself to not "look down, but try 
and reach a little higlier". I put 
f~ith in his telling me that "if you 
keep your wits about you/ search 
with an open heart/ you'll be sure 
to find your answers penetrate the 
scream in the city." I understood 
that "if it's true, it can't be spo-
ken", and decided to fight the evils 
of · shallow silence. I began es-
pousing the wonders of commu-
nication, began asking people why 
they so feared one another. (The 
only way to touch a soul is with . 
this world's senses, so why waste 
our ears with frivolous talk?) With 
this in mind, I thought I'd find 
Truth, and I did. I glimpsed the 
eternal, I swear to God I held it in 
my hands as s1..1:rely as Tim Booth 
had. But it slipped through my 
fingers just as the years have. 
Come Home tells me'thatthe same 
has happened to my chart-com-
patible Christ. This makes me 
wonder: Do all paths lead to fail-
ure? 
Come Home is an im-
port-only 12" single released last 
November. The title track is a 
cacophonous wail of high guitars 
and snappy snare rolls, giving way 
to keyboards to create the most 
danceable tune I've heard in 
months. The vocals are as aggres-
sive as the lyrics: "I don't believe 
you're all I'll ever need/ and the 
way i feel just makes me want to 
scream." he does, too, as he tell& 
us that "after thirty years I've 
. becomemy fears/ I've become the 
kind of man I've always hated." 
This worries me, friends. Was 
Robert Smith right? Does it all 
come back 'round to breaking 
apart? Morrissey is a hypocrite. 
P.O. Heaton litters~ There are no 
saints in pop, nor anywhere. Does 
this bother only me? 
The b-side contains two 
tracks, "Promised . Land" and 
"Slow Right Down". The first is 
an acc¼,stical attack on Margaret · 
Thatcher> but it could easily be 
slighting the U .5. Congress: 
"Money is directed · to ambition, 
andnottoneed." Thesecondisan 
analysis of Booth; s need for every-
thing to be under control. "I'll 
take defeat at the hands of Fate," 
he says, "as long as I'm prepared/ 
but throw me a bomb which I 
didn't see coming/ and my 
thoughts run scared." 
I still believe that James 
could improve humanity, if hu-
manity would desire such a thing. · 
Tim Booth will convince you that 
life is communication, which it is. 
Will you open your eyes and see 
how blind you are? 
By Anne Massa 
Add a little spice to your 
egg salad sandwich and attend 
one. of the Galleries Brown Bag 
Series events at Paul Creative Arts 
C~nter. 
The informal settings 
and free hot coffee, provide a cozy, 
relaxed time from 12-1, to experi-
ence anassortmentof art programs 
each Thursday in room 218A. 
Helen Reid, Educational 
Program Coordinator for The 
University Art Galleries, arranges 
fun and interesting guest speak- . 
, ers, slide talks, gallery walks, mini · 
concerts, . poetry readings and 
short films, to name a few, that 
will pepper your lunch hour with 
a bit of culture. 
The series is free and 
open to the general · public and 
food is encouraged, so rumbling 
stomachs are no excuse. 
On Thursday, February 
8th, the presen~ation brought in a 
small crowd of about 30, who 
ranged from professors and stu-
dents, to local residents. 
Blanche Polychronis and 
Beulah Eldredge, both from Dover, 
were just two of the guests who 
enjoyed the presentation. Poly-
chronis heard about the series 
through her local newspaper and 
hasn't missed a lunch in the eight 
years since the program began. 
Even if a certain topic 
isn'~ your favorite, once you get 
. here and see what's going on, it's 
always very interesting, said 
Eldredge. 
This week's_ topic was a 
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What's. Your. Bag? 
A.Noontime Arts Breather Takes Place Every Thursday . 
short. film called "The Day Books 
of Edward Weston",~nAmerican 
photographer, provided the dimly 
lit setting in which to munch and 
learn by. 
The photographer made 
everyday images such as shells, 
rocks, women, and trees-fantas-
tic, yet similar. · 
In the film, a narrator 
highlighted key areas of Weston's 
daybook or journal, which show 
his growth and assertiveness as,a 
photographer in the early 1900's. 
In his daybook, Weston 
points out that his work "contains 
no intentional symbolism", in 
other words: a rock is a rock, not 
his image of something totally 
unrelated. Weston does this be-
cause his aim was to achieve 
something concrete and definite 
through his art by way of a camera 
lens. What you see is what you 
·get. . 
This photography, some 
of which was taken in southern 
'California, provides an interest-
ing contrast to the California 
Photography exhibit on display at• 
The University Galleries. While 
some of the programs in the series 
don'trelatetotheexhibit, Weston's 
blackand white'sprovideaninter-
esting Juxtaposition to the images 
that are masked wun the artifice 
of Hollywood. 
Next Thursday, come . 
and see for yourself and share your 
thoughts and an hour of your time. 
You'll definitely learn something 
new, even if it's that you don't like 
egg salad. 
.~gg salad and art a1' synthesized at UNH ( Mike Pamham photo ) 
r------~------------...:.__.:_.:__:_ ____ _ 
Ian Sure ,_ 
Doesn't Thrill 
Us 
By Andrew Champagne 
There is somet:tting to be 
said for auteur theory, but _ King 
Blank to convinces the listener to 
shift loyalties to mass effort. Ian 
Lowery, the obvious brains be-
hind the Ian Lowery Group (sort 
of a cross between ~ichael Stipe -
and Roger Waters) does it all-:-
vocals, lyrics,. music, guitar, pi-
ano, mixing and production. But 
he probably should have got hired 
help. 
Not that this is a solo 
effort. Guitarist Nigel Pulsford 
has a good, H not precedented 
arrogance I?etween each power 
chord and lulting accoustic meas-
ure. The percussives·wer·e forget-
ful; the bass competent. This 
would be an acceptable debut 
album for the band. · ' 
Unfortunately, it isn't. 
Lowery's first LP, The Real Dirt, 
includes a homicidal chant, an 
"atheist hymn", and your token 
..... 
ballad, elements of an album 
which exclusively qualifies it as 
"not just another album". Still in 
the amateur stage, KBT is as good. 
as "another album" comes, which 
doesn't say much. 
Tracks "Need", "Sick 
Little Minds" and even "The 
Party'' are thumbs up material. 
Dual guitars on "Wild Times" 
provide an alternative sound from 
the rest of the album, which with-
out question is the best song on 
the record. But as the album pro.:. 
gresses, the interest languishes as 
· the innovation gets lost amidst the 
more typical formulated sound. 
The King Lowery Group 
would be a good band to see live, 
but _without some visual stimuli 
to remind the listener that he' s·still 
paying attention, there isn't much 
particularly responsive. It's 
likewarm thrash that was afraid 
_to make it; let's live closer to the 
edge next time. 
The Tulsa Ballet will perform as part of the UNH 
Celebrity Series on Sunday February 18, 1990 at 7 
PM In the Johnson Theatre. Tickets are available 
· at special rates for UNH students, faculty and 
Staff. Call 862-2290 for information. 
r-,. • 
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UNH WID'E WORLD:OF WINTER ., 
·. ·winter CarniVal 1990. 
: ·F_eb. 13~-18 · LJNH 
. ·*·Wednesday,,February 14 
SCOPE presents Comedy Night in 
_ the Mub Pub--wear red and get $1 
, off your ticket · , 
· · ~~~Thursday, February 15 
/ UN H night at Mt. Cranmore--$22 for 
lift ticket anc;i transportation ~~~ Saturd~y. February 17 
UNH Men's Basketball vs. UMaine Cross country ski-a-than for hungerand 
with great ·half time entertainmen, cross country ski clinic at College Woods 
. B8.nner Contest for .cash and prizes . ,; . . Snow Sculpture Contest 3-4pm . 
juqged at the basketball game . . Snow Volleyball Competition on T-HaU 
lawn for cash and prizes 
~~~Friday, Febr~ary 16 -, . . . . . ·: . IRO sponsored semi~formal in Portsmouth 
Wide World of Wmter Night at Srnvely U_NH - .. · 
- Men's Hockey vs. UMaine .: .· .. _ ·*~Sunday, February 18 
FREE Skating party after the game with . • La~t UNH Men:s home Basketball game 
_ music, food, and prizes · vs. UVM--televise·d/$2.00 for students -
Call Student Activities 862-1001 for information 
-Thanks to: Campus Activities. Board, SCOPE, UNH Athletics & Recreational 
. Sports, Wildcate_ssan, Ph_i Kappa Sigma, IFC, IRO, and NHOC. 
. ~ . . 
Senate Pa2e 
ff PA VE- · Have aheart week--Promote volunteerism · 
· · 6 Blood Drive- · · This week i.n the Granite State Room 
;~ Winter Carnival- This week! Attend the many events 
scheduled to celebrate Winter Carnival 
~ Free Legal Services- ·Rm. 131 -MUB -or call .1-800-422~6919 
If you have any qu~stions _call 
862"'.1494 or stop by Rm. 130 M UB 
. . 
·. , 
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. AFTERNOON 
: ATSPM.IFYOU Jams to-the , · · 






WILL BE HELD 
IN THE MUB, 
ROOM 151. 
•'; THANKS. 
Socar Beat .. •·:. . · .•.. ·· .. ; · . ~-", ·· . · 
. ·: ' :~ ~ ,,, " ~ . ' ,, . . . ,,, 
Saturday,. l2 ~·,2 :p.m. • ·.· · 
CalypsQ ancf $ota from the West Indies. 
I 
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~~when I call Mom, 
she either wants 
to talk art or football. 
Usually football:' · 
Go ahead, call her up and let 
her know the score. · . 
A 10-minute coast-to-coast call, 
dialed direct anytime, any day with · 
AT&T, costs less than $3.0O.*And - . " 
with fast connections arid immedi-
ate credit for wrong numbers, how 
cari you h}iss? <· ". -
!Dr more information on 
· AT&T Long Distance Servia:, and 
products like the AT&T Card, call 
. 1 800 525-7955, Ext. 100. 
· · *Add appli9able .!axes and s.urcharge\ .. : : 
~ AT&T ., 
_ The right choice . ......,.... . 
· . PSYCHOLOGY 
MAJOR APPLICATIONS. 
The applicatioh period for qualified students who· wish to, declare 
psychology as a (first or second) major during this semester will be 
February 23-March 2. Information sheets incluqing qualification _ 
: criteria are available in the Psychology Department, Conant Hall 
11~, and in the UNH Advising (;enter, Hood House. 
*Qualified provisional psychology majors who wish to confirm their 
major in psychology must do so during the applications period. See 




On~ way ticket to Tampa, FL March 8 
only. $80 (or best offer) Contact Paul . 
_at 692-392i. 
Dozen Red Roses 
$24.00 
Boxed and Ready for you 
no waiting lines at Store 24, Durham 
SAX FOR SALE 
Bundy Alto Student Model . 
Ex<;ellent Condition 
$350orB.O. 
Call Betsy #(207) 439-1453. 
trying 
Balloons - Balloons - Balloons 
7 latex + 1 mylar - $6.99 · 
· or 
Keep 
11 latex+ 1 mylar- $9.99 only at Store 
24, Durham · 
For Sale- Frigidaire white 30" stove, 3 
years old in great condition-switching 
to gas- $350; humidifier$ 15 - call 659-
2721. 
NEEDED. Give me a couch I can 
trust, and who knows, you ~ight get 
fifty bucks. Alex 862-4322. 
1981 OLDS. OMEGA 
FR. WHEEL DRIVE 
GOOD CONDITION 
$550.00 or B.O. 
call Lisa at 749-6769 
1986 Dodge Caravan. EXCELLENT 
CONDITION. 4 cylinder, 5 speed, 30 
mpg on highway ... seats 7 ... Take 
out seats and put in a bed if you want 
to travel! Luggage rack. All new all 
weather radials!! A steal at $5,499.00 
7420-6358 
FOR SALE: Ski Rack for car with r~ 
gutters. Practically new - used one 
season. Holds 4 pairs of skis. Asking 
$35. Call 862-7713. _ 
1984 SUBARU GL-10 STATION 
WAGON. FAR ABOVE AVERAGE 
CONDITIONINALLRESPECTS. NO 
RUST. INTERIOR LIKE NEW. 
ASKING $3350. 868-5122. 
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT 
SEIZED VEHICLES from $100. Fords, 
Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus 
Buyers Guide. 1-60'2-838-8885. Ext. 
A18587. 
(603)862-1073 days, and (603)778-0726 
eves. 
Hand-tamed baby cockatiel, $75.00, 
Sears L-shaped bunk beds with 
matching bureau $200.00, 2 Ossa dirt 
bikes, Super Pioneer. and Explorer, 
haven't been started in 2 years, parts 
bike included $250.00. Rosemary or 
David 742-7187.'. 
· SELL NISHIKI RED BICYCLE -
BRAND NEW -GREATDEAL-CALL 
. CHRIS AT 868-1895 FOR DETAILS-
LOW PRICE 
Queen-size platform bed w /mattress. 
$180; solid wood kitchen table w / 4 
chairs $180. Both 6 months ~Id. Phil 
eves.- .431-6137 
STILL looking for a place to live? 
. Female non-smoker needed to share 
room in Dover condo. 6 mi from 
campus. Full kitchen, living room; 
washer/dryer, patio, ample parking, 
and 2 fun housemates. $300/mo 
includes utilities. Interested? Call 
Jenn or Robin 749-4031 
Female roommate wanted to share 
very nice apt.in Dover. $210/mo. + 1/ 
3 utilities, no security deposit, parking, 
Karivan, Please_call 743-4557 
Newmarket - responsible nonsmoker 
tosharehouseonKarivanRoute. $285/ 
mo. includes utilities. Two spaces 
available. Caµ Tammy 659-3092. 
Large, sunny 3-4 bdrm ~apartment in 
Portsmouth. Has yard, pool, washer/ 
dryer. $975.00includesheat. Call Bob, 
431-3862 
6 Room heated Apartment in Rochester 
$495. Call 332-5421 between 9:30 and 
5:30 
Roommate needed - 32 Main St. apt 8 
Durham. Very nice, good location 
over B+B $250/mo · Call 868-3892 
BIG ROOM FOR RENT, furnished, 
quiet, with kitchen privileges,. lots of 
parking space, 5 min walk from kari-
van stop. 138 Henry Law Ave. in 
Dover. call Frank Peters 742-4709 
Female roommate needed to live in 
coops 3 bedroom fun pad with 4 cool _ 
Have the holidays left your pockets 
empty? If so we have part time jobs 
available. Call 743-3261 for details. 
For a great summer job in June why 
not be a part of the Fresh·man 
Orientation staff? Applications now 
available in Student Development 
Office. Deadline February 14. 
A TIENTION-HIRING! Government 
jobs - your area. Many immediate 
openings without waiting list or test. 
$17,840- $69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885. 
EXTR18587. 
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY 
TYPINGATHOME! 32,000yr. income 
potential. Details, (1)602-838-8885Ext. 
T-18587 
MAKE $1,000's WEEKLY. 
EARN $500.00 FOR EVERY 100 
ENVELOPES STUFFED!! SENDSELF 
ADDRESSED STAMPED 
ENVELOOPE TO: "EASY MONEY" 












Wearables - Button i 
Pens - Stickers - Et . 
.91.rtist on Staff · 
________ ___,_ .... _ _ girls. Call 868-6062 
'75 Dodge Dart, 8 cylnd, runs well, · 
interior good. ,$400/B.O. Call eve. 
427-0810 
NEED TO SELL: 
20 WATT PANASONIC AM/FM 
STEREO. DUAL CASSETTE DECK 
WITH DOLBY AND HIGH SPEED 
DUBBING. REMOTE CONTROL, 
TURNTABLE AND MATCHING 
SPEAKERS. $125 or b.o. CALL BILL 
862-5633 
1 TICKET - .· •ROUND• TRIP -
Jacksonville Mar.16-Mar.25 ONLY 
$197.00 OR B/O Call 742-7450 
1987 Dodge Caravan for sale. Air, 
cruise, tape, 76,00, clean $6500 Call 
862-2726 day 868-2965 eve 
FOR SALE 
SAILBOAT-Rhodes 19' (keelmodel) 
daysailor with cutty cabin. Excellent 
family boat, seats 6 people, or racer. 
Has like-new 4.5 HP Evinrude engine · 
(with reverse), and 1988 trailer (with 
tongue extension). Three sails, main, 
jib, and new multi-colored Genoa with 
Schaeffer blocks. Custom-made full . 
cockpit cover. Sail-away package 
includes boom vang, boom crutch, 
tiller extension, tiller tender, O/B 
motor-handle extension, gas tank, 
fenders, horn, and anchor. Asking 
$4,200 or best offer. Call Roy at 
2 spots·in downtown Dover Apt, ~wn 
rm, W + D, $200/m incl. utilities not 
phone. No lease, 749-3619 - Andy or 
Link 
Roommate -needed: Durham, 2 BR, 
small buUtice; $250/month includes 
heat+ H2O; pets OK; call 868-7312 
SECOND SEMESTER HOUSING 
ROOMS AVAILABLE 
. IMMEDIATELY ONE MILE FROM T-
HALL. HEATED APARTMENT 
INCLUDES SHARED LIVING . & 
KITCHEN SPACE. PLENTY OF 
PA.RKING. LEASE AND SECURITY 
DEPOSIT. CONTACT: ED 862-1621 
OR ELAINE 332-2568 
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING. 
PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,700 IN ONLY 
, 10 DAYS. Studeht groups, frats and 
sororities needed for marketing project 
on campus. For details.plus your FREE 
GIFT, Group officers call 1-800-765-
. _8472 Ext SO 
Have the holidays left your pockets 
empty? If so, we have part-time jobs 
available. Call 743-3261 for details. 
Enjoy writing/photography? Wish to 
share cultural knowledge or 
international experiences with others? 
Become a staff member of the UNH 
International Newsletter - contact 
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT OFFICE, 
208 Huddleston Hall, 862-2050. 
Mature disabled person looking for 
ATTENTION: EASY WORK personal care attendant to work on 
EXCELLENT PAY! Assembl; weeknights. Job consists of meal 
products at home. Details. (1 )602-838- preparation, · light housekeeping, & 
_88_8_S_E_x_t._W_-_18_5_8_7 ______ 1 grooming. Pay: 6.25/hr. Call 86
8-
1986. Leave message. 
RESORTHOTELS,SUMMERCAMPS, 
CRUISELINES, & AMUSEMENT 
PARKS, NOW accepting applications 
for summer jobs and career positions. 
for Free information package and 
application; call National Collegiate 
Recreation Services on Hilton Head 
Island, South Carolina at 1-800-526-
0396. (9am-5pm·EST. M-F) -
MARKET DISCOVER CREDIT, 
CARDS ON YOUR CAMPUS. Flexible 
hours. Earn as much as $10/hour. 
Only 10 positions available. Call 1-
800-950-8472, ext. 3024 
Cruise Ship Jobs 
HIRING Men - Women, _Summer/ 
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS, 
TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION 
PERSONNEL. Excellent pay plus 
FREE travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, 
Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico. CALL 
NOW! Call refundable. 1-206-736-
0775, Ext. 600 N. 
SENIORS - CAREER POSITIONS 
WORK FOR THE ENVIRONMENT 
Public Interest Research Groups 
(PIRGs) are hiring graduates for staff 
positions in _18 states. Help clean -up 
hazardous w3:ste, promote recycling, 
and work for clean air! Openings for 
campaign organizers, canvass 
directors, political writers, and 
administrative staff. INTERVIEWS 
ON CAMPUS 2/14/90 and 3/14/90. 
Sign up at the Career Center, or call 
Laurie Reeves at (617)292-4805. 
Market Discover credit cards on your 
campus. Flexible hours. Earn as much 
as $10.00/hour. Only ten positions 
available. Call 1-800-950-8472ext.3024. 
Earn $2,000 - $4,000. 
Searchingforemployrnentthatpermits 
working your own hours, but still 
challenging enough for your 
entrepreneurfal skills? Manage 
programs for Fortune 500 companies. 
Earn $2,000 to $4,000. Call 1-800-932-
0528 
.SPRING BREAK 1990! PARTY 
JAMAICAN STYLE! ONE 
BEAUTIFUL WEEK STARTING AT 
$469.00!! HOT DAYS AND REGGAE 
NIGHTS!! TRAVEL WLTH THE BEST!! 
CALL s ·uN SPLASH !OURS· 1-800-
426-7710 
Balloons!! 
Out latex will s.taY afloat aprox. 1 week!! 
Order today for your Valentine at 
Store 24, Durham . 
Dear Kristen: Thanks for stopping by! 
How am I supposed to write personals 
with all these interruptions? Good luck 
on bio-cherp, keep pulling for that 4.0, 
oops I mean 3:0! You better watch out 
this semester or they may prove that 
flunking out is genetic. -Hed 
Bob: Thanks for blowing off your own 
idea of a party. · · 
Andy, Karen, and Rita. · Hey ~here 
have you been? Happy Valentine's 
day. Did Rufie send you any good 
stuff? 
Do you know ways to meet foreign 
students? Contact STUDENT 
DEVELOPMENT OFFICE, ROOM208 
HUDDLESTON HALL, 862-2050. 
BARTENDING - Prepare for a good 
payingpart-tirneorsummerjob. Easy 
and Fun! Evening courses. MASTER 
BARTEND ING SCHOOL, 84Main St., 
Newmarket. Tel. 659:.3718 
Happy VD! 
If you are transferring to a new college 
next semester and want to make some 
quick cash contact Deb at 868-5629 
Exactly how big was it? 
Picture the scene. The waves are . 
crashing against the beach, the moon 
shimmers off the water like a whole 
mess of those little disposable 
flashlights, and the beach is empty 
except for a couple of decaying crabs 
left. behind by seagulls. We dine on 
some Honeycomb and champagne. 
Ah, the romance. Too bad it's below 
zero. 
Happy Valentine's Day roommates!! 
ADOPTJON: Miracle Wanted. Nancy, 
Bill & little Sean will cherish your 
precious newborn. Your wishes 
matter. Call collect eves (802)766-2219 
Therapeutic Massage - Done in 
conve~ience of your home. Licensed. 
8 years experience. References. Varied 
techniques. Flexible hours. 335-3613. 
Ron 
To the person who took a blue L.L. 
Bean coat from 50E Friday. I ';VOuld 
appreciate it if you gave me back the 
stuff that was· in the front pocket. I 
needit. Youdon't. Leaveitatthelnfo 
desk in the MUB. 
HE)' NEW HAMPSHIRE WOMEN'S 
RUGBY-
There's a lack of toilet paper in Mobile. 
Try ere' s a lack of toilet paper in Mobile. 
There's a lack of toilet paper so they 
hold it till it's vapor and they light it 
with a taper in Mobile. See ya soon ... 
HED 
Hey!!! Come see Rockin' Jake & the · 
Rollercoasters this wens. at Nicks for 
some ROCKIN' blues!! 
ADOPTION: WiU you be Laura 
Deame's friend? She doesn't have any 
time to spend with you, but it would 
sure make her a happy camper! 
What's the matter Danny? A!!other 
Valentines Day with no nookie? You 
know I love you even if it's not in the 
Biblicalsense!Haveagoodone!-ALF 
John~ Eilleen's· c_at even thanks you. 
But sodo we. 
LauraAnn-
Happy Valentine's Day! I 
love you , and I am sorry you got in 
some trouble with the folks! Being 
grounded definitely SUCKS! I hope 
the finances get straightened out. 
Great Ninja Essay, o Hot One. Love 
Always; the Cambells soup boy. 
Nick is one cool cat. 
FREE TUTORING!!! 
Confused? Need help? We tutor a 
wide variety of subjects at flexible 
hours. Call Marston House at 862-
4428 
"It was so big I almost choked." 
May Laura Deame be stuck in 1NH 
office until her behind must be 
surgically removed from the lovely 
vinyl chair that she so innocently tries 
to steal from the all powerful sports 
editors. The pages are lookin' sharp 
though ... time to beat 6:00 a.m .... H.G. 
Laura. Try to relax. You'll get to use a 
terminal, but only when the almighty 
news editors are done. Cuz we are 
more important. 
Don't just send roses for Valentine's 
day be original, add a song Serenade 
and a Rose. The New Hampshire 
Notables. For more information call: 
868-7563 
Need something, but don't know what 
office at UNH can help you? Contact 
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT OFFICE, 
ROOM 208,. Huddleston Hall, 862-
2050. 
SPRING BREAK JAMAICA! Become 
the campus representative and earn 
yourself a FREE trip + spending 
money! Call NOW! 1-800-331-3136 
Can't afford the tuition increase and 
need solution? Write to Rabb, Box 329, 
Gilsum, N.H. 03448. 
M.L.- I heard you don't really need 5 
cucumbers; Is that true? 
CASH ....... . 
Got ideas fort-shirts? Tum them into 
money - low production cost_. T-
Shirts Plus 431-4355 
OK. Here itis. The TNH "Repqrters of 
the month" are: April Jacobs!!! (Yeah!! 
RA! Ra! Bring some more chocolate 
chip cookies in soon), and John-"I'm 
just slightly cocky'' -Doherty. Hip!!!! 
Hip!!! Hip!!!!! Hooray!!!! Hooray!!!!! 
AUSTRALIA STUDY ABROAD 
One or Two Semesters. Summer 
Programs. Paid InternshipsA vailable. 
Apply now for Summer + Fall 1990. 
For in.formation on the BEST study 
abroad program in the world, call: 1 ~ 
188-245-2575 
In a rut? Why not go on exchange to 
one of 90 other campuses in the 
country? Contact STUDNET 
DEVELOPMENT OFFICE, 208 
Huddleston Hall, 862-2050. 
BAGAWK! 
Happy Valentine's Day Honey-Pie! 
KAREN MCDONALD- WHERE ARE 
YOU?? HOW WAS THE B'S GAME 
ON SATURDAY? 
Now that I have your attention ... 
Thanks for our last year together! The 
last four months weren't exactly a 
picnic basket of peanut butter 
sandwiches and champagne so let's 
make up for them. Beware of the 
Valentine steamroller! (HEE, HEE) 
love always, yom:..~'clinging" koala 
Hey!!! Come see Rockin' Jake & the 
Rollercoasters this wens. nite at Nicks 
for some ROCKIN' blues!! 
Dorie & Nancy,, Thanks for last 
semester. And yet another one is upon 
us-theyjustkeepcoming. Ugh! Love, 
Dianne 
Dorie & John: HAPPY 
ANNIVERSARY!! yeah-ONE YEAR. 
Live it up and by all means sleep in. 
(wink, wink). D & A. 
Confused, need help? Not sure where 
to turn? contact STUDENT 
DEVELOPMENT OFFICE, Room 208 
Huddleston Hall, 862-2050. 
My 2 Key West Buddies - ~ 
Once again- it's Valentine's Day and 
we're alone! So- it's Kamakazi time. 
Love you two - ED_ 
Helga - you little elf you! How about 
some more 99c margarittas or should I 
say $3.00 - RIP OFF. Wait for the 
spring and we'll indulge in happy hour 
at POCOS. Have a good day- Ride em 
cowboy! 
TIMZA WEIRDO. 
Karen Karen Karen. See ya Thursday 
with your old man. 
Dave "Sweetie"- Happy Valentine's 
Day. Love ya! -H.G. 
MR. LEVIN- Sorry there wasn't a 
personal last Friday. Feel better now? 
Sweet Jen, 
Of everyday when I wake, yours is the 
first light of each sunrise. Of every 
night before I sleep, yours is the last 
sight upon my eyes. Within me I keep 
the promise of time. Within me I keep 
truest love alive. Though modest are · 
these the gifts that I give, sweet Jen, 
won't you be my valentine? I love 
you-Roi. 
Hi Mom, • 
You should be reading the paper more 
<;>ften because you never know when 
you'll get a personal. . Have a good 
week._ I love you., Chris p.s. How's 
Kitty? 
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· Hey Bearbrookers: Who's sleeping in 
the wet spot? OH MY! Can I have 
somemore? STEAM-MOTAH! Blue 
cool-aid, Rachel the witch of 
Hainesville woods, LURKER! 5dollah! _ 
oh my, there's more. 
· Heather Black, 
Where the hell have you been? I miss 
our long chats, let's go out soon, OK! 
Love Lenny 
CC- Thanks for being there this 
weekend. Things look a hell of a lot 
brighter now ... I don't know why 
though? I just don't know. 
NHWRFC- boat racing queens are 
back. 
bearbrook- skiing, sledding, 
snowball fight, graver pit sledding, 
stories, cards, late nights, french toast, 
swinging off the roof, snow flips,sleigh 
ride, THE GOOSE.:..... California meets 
New Hampshire. oh my, my, my. 
· Hey!!! Come see Rockin' Jake & the 
Rollercoasters this wens. at Nicks for 
some ROCKIN' blues!! 
Ellen Harris: I guess you had a great 
time last weekend.!! 
THE PHANTOM OF THE 
BEARBROOK LATRINE STRIKES. 
OHMY! 
· LENORA- You're a mosquito on my 
butt. Love Pinch 
ohmy,ohmy. 
Gail, We never knew you were so 
expepenced. Wow. How great for 
you. Will you share some of your 
secret methods? Earnestly awaiting 
your reply. L.D. and T.D~ 
The first pair of socks were made· by 
Delilah Caesar, mom of Julius, when 
her favorite son (not Julius, but 
Eziekiel) complained that his feet were 
getting chilly at night when l!~had . .to 
accompanyhisfatheroncamelhunting 
excursions. 
Laurie Fazekas needs a date bad. Please 
help her. You know what she needs. 
BOB DURLING:_ "Mysecretfantasyis 
thatl'msittingaloneinmyroom, when 
thislusdousmodelfrom the "Victoria's 
Secret" catalogue coines in, feeds me 
bananas, and dres~ me in a Batman 
suit." 
Coffee Hous.e on -Thursday, February -
15that9:00p.m.!!! NICHE!Anevening 
of fun, music and friends!! 
Bearbrook Gang: OH MY! What does 
asnowmobilelooklike? Lenoradidit. 
She's a rippah! Guil, guil, guil (ha, ha) · 
Hey Jamie, how bout them 
reverberatin' rafters? Where's Jill's 
underwear? 
BEARBROOKERS: How bout them 
apples ... Wowee bob. · MAN. 
GOOSEBREATH! Whatdotheymean 
when they say WICKED? Show me 
· that card trick again.. hick.. in the 
morning. Motah-Raisiri flips. 
RUSH SIGMA IOTA SIGMA -
Monday Feb. 19, 7-9 p.m. Grafton 
room in the MUB. Wednesday, Feb. 
21, 7-9 p.m. Games room in the Mub. 
Never had such a good time! 
Do you live in the MEADOWS of 
Dover? I need to talk to you for a news 
article. Call Donna at 868-6.356 
Bess Bess Bess! I sing thy lusty 
praises! Meet me at midnight, you 
bring the Crisco. Growl for me, my · 
k-itten of love. I can no longer, y·ou 
throbbing mass of amour, I must be 
fulfilled! Smoochies. 
INTERNSHIPS 
FOR ALL MAJORS IN WASHINGTON, D.C_. 
As a Washington Center intern ( or academic 
seminar student), you can get ahead. You'll have 
the chance to try out what you've been reading 
about, gaining experience while you work in your 
chosen field. You'll be earning college credit and 
. meeting important people- all in the busy heart of 
the nation's capitol, Washington, D.C. 
The Washington Center can arrange internships in 
almost every field imaginable, so whether your're • 
in the Arts or Zoology, Communications or 
Computers, we can find something to interest you. 
We also offer exciting and enlighting two and three 









For Inmruhipi aM 
Academic Semmars 
The Washington Center. Give us a call; we have 
something good to tell you. 
Helping over 14,000 college stu<1:ents for-the 
_past ~fi(teen years. 
HAVE A -HEART WEEK 
Sponsored 6y Peqp{e for tfie .9ldvancement of 
'1/o{unteer 'E,ff orts 
-Q P . .9l. '11. 'E. Q 
February 1_1-18 
Ca[[2257totfay(::)'18) ':,o~~ .~ ':,o ~ 
to sign up for ~ • • 'lJonafte 
aaify projects in o0o0 * spare 
[ocafcommunities 
0
; Q cliange in tlie · 
offerea auring 411' ~ Af'U'B to go 
tlie weet _ _ ~ -0: 0: to a {ocaC 
~ ~ - cliarity · 
~ 
• Sponsor a project 
• '1/o{unteer yoy,r time 
• ~onate spare cfiange in tfie Af 'l.1'13 
.., :•:<::? 
for more information: 
Contact tli_e P . ..9L. o/.'E. office, 108 Af'U'B, at 862-2257 
orca{[(jeorge -at 862-4421 
A WEEK TO PROMOTE 
VO'LUNTEERISM . 
. .I . 
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contin!~c!;m p. 21 .·. Sloppy c,onditiolls at 
:tt~e::~tadeagreatsaveto DartmOuth make slick 
Maine gained control of the . · 
knocking another loose rebound 
past Szturm. 
The 'Cats didn't -roll over 
. either and continued to play · 
tough, keeping the pressur~ on 
the Bears the. rest of the game .. 
They had several good scoring · 
opportunities in both the second 
and third periods, but were un-
able to_ ·capitalize. Their best 
chance came in the last minute of 
puck and Montgomery got h_is · · k • · 
third of the night by firing the . C-·o·' u· r· .s; e .· .cor UN· H s -I· e-~~ puck into the em_pty net. It was J. I 
Montgomery's first career hat 
the.third period. 
With thescoresti113-2Maine, · 
Black Bear forward Kent Salfi in 
the box for high-sticking, the 'C~ts 
pulled Szturm and were playing 
with six on four. With Mitrovic 
set up at the side of the net with 
the puck, Chris Winnes cut 
through the slot and tool< the feed 
tc;> go free on the net. . Maine's 
King quickly slipped across the 
trick. · 
The losses dropped the 'Cats 
to 12-13-5 overall . and 5-7-4 in 
Hockey East. They are holding on 
sixth place in the conference and 
remain only two . points behind 
fifth place ~orthe_astern. The'Cats 
return to action.Wednesday night 
at Snively Arena against Merri-
mack and Friday night, the Black 
Bears will come to Durham for 
theii; only home appearance of the 
season. Rest assured the Cats will 
be looking for revenge. 
I 
~~WJ:~~ 
By Stowe Milhous at Stowe, VT in late February. 
TheUNHmen'sand women's Two other bright spots for the 
· ski teams traveled to Dartmouth men · in Friday's race were Ace 
on Thursday to compete in their Eaton's 20th place finish, followed 
fourth college race of the 1990 by a 21st place finish . for John 
seaspn.· The Dartmouth Carnival Bittinger. 
isusuallyoneoftheteam'sfavorite In Saturday's slalom event, 
stops, but warm temperatures, junior Kurt Simord finished 
rain; and poor snow conditions highest for UNH with his 15th 
led to a number of untimely runs pl~ce finish. Bittinger skied strong 
· for the UNH team. Despite the again as he ended up in 17th place. 
ad verse. conditions, they still While Simard performed the best 
managed to finish in fourth place out of the UNH skiers in the slalom 
behind three of the top New event, he hoped for a top 1Minish 
England schools. UVM, in order to secure his second 
Middlebury, and Dartmouth. straight bid for a trip to the 
Sophomore Ivar Dahl exploded nationals. . 
out of the starting gates en route to "Overall we struggled this 
a third place finish in Friday's giant weekend;" said Siinard. "But with 
slalom. Dahl, who just recently two weeks left; we can finish up 
qualifiedfortheNationals, wasn't strong going into Natio_nals." 
affected at all by the spring-like While some veterans 
templ::'!ratures present at the struggled thispastweekend,Craig 
Dartmouth ski way this past Wingard made an impressive 
weekend. debut in the traveling team as he · 
"The conditions were sunny, finished strong in the giant slalom. 
soft, fast, and exciting for Friday's With three skiers already 
GSevent/' Dahlcommented. Dahl · qualified for Nationals, the UNH 
has skied consistently well forthe women's teaµi attacked the 
team in previous · weeks and is Dartmouth ski way with a great 
looking forward to the National dealofconfidence. InFriday'sGS 
Champfonships, which take place event,JaniceRossiskied very well, 
UNH MEN'S ATHLETICS 




ofthe i ! . ! I r-,~ ft] 
· . ·lwnocArsl _ · · • 
Wednesday, F~bruary 14th 7:00pm 
Men's Hockey vs. Merrimack 
Week 
Week Of: January 23, 1990 
.. finishing · ninth overall, whil~ 
securing her grip on a trip to the 
Nationals Championships. in 
Stowe, VT. Another qualifier for 
the Nationals, Erin Sullivan, 
finished 19th overall in · the GS 
followed by an impressive 11th 
place finish in Saturday's slalom 
race. Sullivan has skied very well 
for the _ team: this year and has 
placed in the top 10, five times in 
the last three races. Also finishing 
in the top 20 in GS fo~ UNH was 
Jill Listowich, 13.th, and Hillary 
Rockwell, 20th. 
· Even · though Listowich' s 
finished 13th in the giant slalom 
event, she 'has qualified for the 
Nationals and is skiing strong in 
both the GS and Slalom. Other 
finisher~ in the slalom were 
Rockwell who came in 24th and 
.. A prii Child~ who finished in 35th 
place. 
The team travels to Williams 
College this coming weekend as 
they seek their tune up for the 
Eastern College Championship. 
which. t~kes place at Middlebury 
College starting February 23. 
i ' 
"Valentine's Day Special" - Bring a date. friend. or companion & 
Buy one General Admission ticket and get one FREE!! 
(with UNH student I.D.) . . . presented 
by: 
Name: Karen Akre 
Sport: Wo~en's Ice Hockey 
® Thursday, February 15tq 7:30pm 
·· Men's,Basketball vs. Maine 
"Bud Li(lht Daredevils" - Most exciting basketball . half-time 
show you'll ever see!! , 
"All UNH students admitted for $2.00 with I.D. 
•Winter Carnival Banner Contest 
Friday, February 16th 7:00pm . 
Men 's Hockey vs. Maine · 
"Beat The Black Bears" - Don't miss this one!!! 
Su n day, February 18th 2 :00pm ® 
Men 's Basketball vs. Vermont · 
"Dollar Day" - Everything costs a dollar or less in
1
cluding game 
tickets, selected concession items. and game programs! 
.Half-time featuring Fan Fare Media Game 
For Information Call ·862-1853 
H A Y D E N 
S1 PORTS 
38 Main Street 
Durham, NH 
03824 
Karen, a junior ·forward for the 
women's ice hockey team, lifted the 
Wildcats to their most importa~t win 
of the season, Saturday, as she 
· contributed a hat trick in a 7-3. 
victory over ECAC power 
Northeastern University. Akre also 
added an assist in the winning effort. 
With the four-point performance, 
Akre collected her 49th career goal 
and 4 7th career point and now needs . 
just four points to collect the 100th 
of her career. UNH is currently · 
17-3-1 on the season. 
Look for the ':Aithlete of the Week" every 
Tuesday, ONLY in The New Hampshire 
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BU crushes 
. UNH wrestlers 
The UNH wrestlers took a tough loss on Saturday where BU trounced the 'Cats, only losing two matches 
(Ben Frazier photo). 
Black Bears claw 'Cats 
UMO remains victorious, 
taking two wins from UNH 
By Chris Bailey · · who lifted a backhander over King. It was Lazaro's 11th goal of 
ORONO, Me- Last weekend, fallen Maine goalie Matt DelGuid- . the season and the assist was given 
the m~n' s hockey team traveled to ice. It was Morrow's seventh goal to Dominic Amodeo. 
Maine to take on arguably the of the season and Flanagan was Less than two minutes later, 
hottest team in the country, the given credit for th~ ass!st. _ . __ UNH' s Kevin Thomson picked up 
UMO Black Bears, who remained Just over a minute later, Savo a loose puck outside the Maine 
extremely hot. Maine, unbeaten Mitrovic got his 23rd of the season blue line and skated in alone to 
in their last eight games, contin- in a power play to make the score beat King to the glove side, put-
ued to state their case by beating 5-2. Anchored in front of the net, ting the 'Cats up 2-0. It was 
theWildcats8-3onSaturdaynight MitrovictookafeedfromFlanagan Thomson's sixth goal of the sea-
and 4-2 on Friday night. and put a wristshotpastDelGuid- son. 
Saturday night, the Wildcats ice. Suddenly the UNH Wildcats It was about this time that the 
fell behind early and found them- wereplayingtheirtypeofhockey. Black Bears realized they were in 
selveswithtoomuchofadeficitto _ It was then that Maine then foratoughgame.WithGregKlym 
· make up . . The Black Bears, who added a fluke goal to go up in the box for holding, Jim 
are • 17-2-1 in Orono's Alfond 6-2. Bear defenseman Jim Burke Montgomery got Maine on the 
Arena, got things started at 14:08 flipped a high shot through a board with the first of his three 
of the first period. With UNH' s screen of players and Morrison goals on the night. MontgoTTtery 
Scott Morrow in the box for hit- was never able to see the elusive wasanchoredoutinfrontofUNH 
ting from behind, Maine's Brian puck. This may have be~n the goaliePatSzturm, who ended with 
Downey scored his sixth goal of most demoralizing goal of the 35 saves, and took a centering pass 
· the season on the power play, · game for UNH, because the Wild- from Martin Robitaille to put the 
stuffing a loose puck past 'Cats cats had finally· gained momen- puck in-between Szturm's pads. 
goalie Pat Morrison. tum. It was Montgomery's 16th of the 
Itdidn'ttakelongfortheBlack Finally, at 18:32, Mitrovic season. 
Bears to add two more goals and made the score 6-3 with a blister- From there,itquicklybecame 
take a comfortable 3-0 lead in to · ing slap shot from just inside the referee Scott Leavitt' s game. With 
the locker room at the end of the blue line. ThiswasMitrovic's24th three seconds left in the period 
first period. goal of the season, the most goals . and after Maine icing the puck,'he 
Not long after the intermis- by a Wildcat since Peter Douris called a very questionable trip on 
sion, it took no time for Maine to scored 27 in 1984-85. Riel Bellegarde. Then, at the 20:00 
extend its lead. At 1:37, Brian This was as close as the 'Cats minute mark, he called MHrovic 
Bellefeuille got the eventual game would get.to beating Maine, as the· for hitting after the whistle. 
winner beating Morrison with a Bears added two goals in the third With a one goal lead a~d two 
strong slap shot from the top of period, accounting for the firial men in the box, the Cats were 
the right side face off circle. The score of 8-3. · placed in a tough position to start 
goal was Bellefeuille' s 10th of the On Friday night, Maine used the second period .. Maine quickly 
season. a three goal outburst late in the capitalizedasMontgomerygothis 
ItwasS-ObeforetheCatsgot first and early in the second pe- . secondofthenightatl:13,tipping 
on the bo~d at. 7:27 of the second · riod to erase a two goal deficit and . ·, a ·rebound past Szturlll; t.o- tie the 
period. Morrow stole the ptic.k- .. an ~pbeat Wtldcat team, ·4-2. . . · score· .at 2_~2. Maine however, . 
·jq~t t>~tside th~ JJNH blue line; . ,·:··. TheCa..ts-0pened-the scoring.f(~a$J;l.~id9)1eyetanp.oply~1?~m.tte· 
. anq ~JQit~ d9'Ynth~ _ice, tWO'?Il /:.af)3:49'.,o -,'.;hf#r~t-,p~rjod_~, \Yitb~:·,:.,,• -,d.i ift-:-:· ·. ·~,~9:ll;P~:,-!At~ri~f;$~~w / C 
·· -0ne-.wh J~ f.lan~an .. ·Oni;:iLm,;:t M.~Qft.$:' .. k~}n{he box fqr hot . - \th~ JS~in~-1, winner,,;,, ·a .~~l 
,,w:· · CR. · 1'""E• ,,·: ...- -:-· · .. ;. s ·· ·· ... _ .. p. • ''>);jo"•;"''RTst. · 
.· .. .· .:. J_t_.: • ·• • · ♦ • ·•· . ,- ;, . . .. . . ' ' .. · : - ' . . ~ . . ' • . . . . . ... ·.. . 
Sorace continues success, 
even when in the 190-
pound weight class 
By Mike Dean BU' s strength this season. 
''They've got a veteran team 
and it shows," he said. "They've 
gor a couple of New England 
champs and a couple of runners 
up from last year. They're ranked 
number one in New England
1
right 
now and they proved it to us." 
The Wildcat wrestlers had a 
tough time on Saturday afternoon; 
suffering their first defeat at home 
to a strong Boston University 
squad. BU dominated the 
competition, losing only two 
matches all day and finally 
'winning 31-6. 
"They beat us pretty good," said 
Head Coach Jim Urquhart. 
''They've just got a better team 
than us right now. Throwing eight 
freshmen at them makes it tough 
to win." 
. "Last year we split five 
The 'Cats first victory of the 
daycamein the177-pound weight 
class as freshman Ken Pera of 
Kensington, Connecticut defeated 
his man 7-2. 
Then, after dropping 10 pounds 
in two days to compete in the 190-
pound .weight class, Rocco Sorace 
tookhisma~ch3-1 torunhisrecord 
to 25-6 on the year. 
"Ken Pera wrestled well, and 
Rocco," said Urquhart of his two 
victors. ''This was Rocco's first 
match down at 190. Those are a 
coupleofbrightspots. Therearen't 
many." · 
After the loss, Urquhart cited 
experience as a major factor in 
matches a piece and they beat us 
by a couple of points. This is the 
first year they've really blown us 
out. It's kind of frustrating." 
This has been a frustrating 
season for the wrestlers. Injuries 
have forced many freshmen into 
the lineup who don't have 
experience at the c?llege level and 
while at times everything has 
clicked, the lack of experience has 
often led to defeat. 
"We just have to keep 
working hard and get some 
injured guys back into the lineup · 
and hope we .can rectify 
ourselves," said Urquhart._ 
·"Hopefully- ·we can give them a 
better go come New Englands( 
The 'Cats will have a remaJdi .:. 
on February 24 at BU Their next · 
match is Saturday 17 at Brown 
with Yale. 
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The Lady 'Cats grabbed enough baskets to bring in the win against 
Hartford (Don Carlson photo). . 
NH hoop smothered 
y Hartford, 73-47. 
Cats only able to muster 
By~:;!Ro! hoo tt~~f 1:.~t!!e t/1£.ii~f ~rding 
On Saturday night the Wild- wastoomuchforthesmaller'Cats to Coach Boylan. · 
cats men's basketball team to handle. "We had many squandered 
dropped another game on the In the first half, Hartford got on opportunities offensively in this 
road, 73-47, to the Hawks of Hart- · the board first on a lay-up by their game that ' really hurt us," said 
ford, in si North Atlantic Confer- big man, Larry Griffiths. Boylan. "We got down on our-
ence match-up that was charac- ' The Wildcats got into the scor- selves offensively and this affected 
terized by the.'Cat's poor shoot- ing column when Bob Cummins ourabilitytogetbackdefensively 
ing (30% from the field), and the hit two free throws to make the afterthesemissedopportunities." 
exceptional shooting of the Hawks score 4-2, but immediately follow- The Wildcats play Hartford 
(57% from the floor). ing, the Hawks' Middleton made again in their next game Monday 
Lamont Mid.dleton, NAC his presence felt with an alley-oop evening, and Coach Boylan be-
Rookie of the Year last year and slam from David Thompson. lieves his team can play better 
pre-season all conference selec- The Hartford lead fluctuated againSt the Hawks. 
tion, showed why he is so highly between six and nine points for "We are hoping that we can 
regarded as he scored a game high most of the half, as the Wildcats remedy some of the problems we-
20 points to pace the Hawks. were unable to mount any signifi- had. in this game and come out 
UNH Coach Jim Boylan be- cant runs. with a stronger effort," he said. 
lieved that his team did a good The 'Cats entered ·the locker The Wildcats' next three games 
defensive job on Middleton for room down by 10, 30-20, due par- are at home against Hartford, 
most of the game. tially to missed free throw at- Maine,and Vermont,respectively. 
"He (Middleton) only had three tempts. The Maine game is Thursday, 
points at the half and he scored 10 In the second half the Wildcats February 15th at 7:30, and the Bud 
points i~ the last seven minutes of were able to stay within 10 points Light Daredevils will perform at 
the game. We just broke down of the Hawks until there was but halftime. 
defensively on him in the latter 4:36 to play. Then Middleton went The Vermont game is Sunday, 
part of the game." to work to help put the game out February 18th at 2 p.m., and is the 
UNH countered with 18 points of r~ach for the Wildcats. laSt home game for seniors Keith 
· from talented rookie Pat Manor The final 26 point margin of Carpenter, Chris Perkins, Tommy 
twic · ek in the victory wasn't indicative of the Hamm<:r, and Mike Lunney. 
'Cats clip Hawks· in flight 
Hartford misses last second shot 
to give UNH the win, 57-55 
By Kevin Gray 
Julie Donlon made one of two 
free throws with 11 seconds re-
maining to give UNH a two point 
lead, as Hartford's last second shot 
to tie deflected off the rim secur-
ing a 57-55 win Saturday after-
noon against the conference rival 
Hawks. 
The victory gives UNH a 5-3 
mark in the conference and a 9-12 
overall record. 
Throughout this back and forth 
contest, UNH applied constant 
pressure to the Hawks by utiliz-
ing the bench and keeping their 
players fresh. The Wildcats were 
forced to try some different com-
. binations as tri-captain Shelly Fitz 
was unable to play due to an in-
jury. 
"We' re very pleased ... this was 
a total team effort," said assistant 
coach Karen Pinkos. 
"The bench really got a chance 
to prove themselves," sajd point 
guard Julie Donlon. 
On the afternoon, UNH fea-
tured a balanced scoring attack as 
tri-captain Deb Dorsch pace the 
way with 14, while Sue Ryan and 
Laura Seiden added 13 points 
apiece. 
Freshmen Allison Gagnon 
- provided a spark off the bench in 
the first half after Julie Donlon 
picked up two quick fouls. Her 
scrappy play and hustle helped 
UNH sustain a short lead much 
throughout the first half. After a 
pair of Karyn McCoy free throws, 
and -a Laura Seiden jumpshot, 
UNH entered halftime with a 30-
27 edge. 
"The people that went in the 
game for us really contributed," 
said freshman Laura Seiden. ''We 
showed that we' re a deep team, 
and it didn't matter who was out 
there for us." 
Assistant coach Karen Pinkos 
was quick to point out the depth 
of the team. "To end the half we 
had four freshmen and a junior 
out there, and up by three," she 
said. 
In the second half, both teams 
swapped the lead throughout, but 
down the stretch UNH proved 
themselves. The Wildcats' big-
gest lead of the game came on 
Seiden' s rebound and lay-up with 
under three minutes to play push-
ing the advantage to f,ive, 56-51. 
Hartford answered on its next 
two possessions cutting the lead 
to one, but could not convert ·after 
Donlon's one of two free throws. 
"We'll take the . win," said 
Donlon with a sigh of relief after 
the game. 
UNH will now prepare for 
tomorrow's road game against 
Maine, who is currently topping 
the standings in the North Atlan-
tic Conference. 
Deb Dorsch moves in for the two points (Don Carlson photo). 
